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FORZWORD

The utilization of geophysical exploration methods for determining the character and de:?th of the alluvium in tho lower MississipJ?i
va.lle~r has long been held by engineers as an unpromising undertaking.
Recently, the demand for information regarding subsurface conditions
in this valley has become of such im:9ortance in connection \1ri th the
.
maintenance of the vast levee system and. the stabilization of the navigable channel of the Mississip:::ii River as to justify submitting two
well-known geoph3rsical methods to practical tests. The methods tested
were the seismic refraction method ancl the electric rcsisti vi t3r method.
In each instance tho results obtained were checked by reference to tho
logs of borings. The varying dcgrcen of accurac~r obtained and the
advantages and limitations observed as set forth in these pages arc
believed to be of more than ordinary interest to the civil engineering
profession. In order that the fundamental concepts involved may be
understandable to the read.er, two ap:oencl.ices are ad.ded. describint:; the
basic processes involved in exoloration b~r seismic refraction ancl
electric r~sistivity, rcspecti~ely.
The investigation was conducte0. by the Soil Mechanics Division
of the U. S. Waterways Experiment Stgtion under the supervision of
W. J. Turnbull, Senior Engineer, Chief of Division. The planning a.i.-icl
concluct of the exploration, the inter:pretation of all data, and t:10
preparation of this report were the d.irect responsiOili ty of W. R.
Perret, Assistant Physicist. The seisuic exploration was accom:)lif;:rna.
by the Experiir.ent Station seismogra~)h party, which incluclcd W. M.
Mullinnix anc1 F. 1. Bingham, Assist ant :J11i;;ineering Aides, R. T. Garn2r,
Jr., Engineering Aide-, and J. T. :Brotiie:ts, Junior Engineering Aiz1.e
(temporary). Anal3rsis of the resistivity data was performed by
Miss Virginia Thompson, Junior Engineer. The electric resi sti vi t~r
exploration was conducted by John Tra11tL1a, Inspector (Core DrillLvi;),
of the U. S. Engineer Office, Omal1a, ifobraska, with ay,maratus lent b3r
that office. Mr. Trantina made all field interpretations of the
resistivity data and rendered valuable assistance through instruction
in operation of cq_ui:pment and in analyds of data. The study was
successively uno.cr the Cl.irection of Lt. Colonel K. E. Fiele.s, C.E.,
Director, J. ], Tiffany, Jr., Senior En.t;ineer, Acting Director, 2.ncl
the undersigned.

~~(J(,~
Gerarc:l H. Matthes
Hee.d :Engineer
Director
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SEISMIC AND RESISTIVITY
GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION METHODS

SYNOPSIS
This report sets forth the results of an investigation into the
practicability of utilizing the seismic refraction and electric resistivity methods of geophysical exploration for the purpose of expediting
as well as reducing the cost of the present boring methods of subsurface
investigations in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River.

.

The

seismic method depends upon the elastic properties of the soil, and the
resistivity method depends upon the conduction of electric currents in
the soil.

Tests by both methods were carried out at the following three

sites in the alluvial valley:

near Marion, Arkansas and Round Lake,

Mississippi, where trouble with seepage water at the landside of levees
had been e-xperienced during the- high_ wat-ex

uf_

L937; and near Rolling-

Fork, Mississippi, where comparison was afforded with
mined geological cross section of the valley.

a

previously deter-

At each of these sites

the materials composing the alluvium and the top of the underlying Tertiary formations were known from borings extending into the latter.

Of

the twelve seismic refraction profiles obtained, only two yielded data
from which interpretations could be correlated with actual depth to the
Tertiary formations.

For the other ten profiles, the data indicated

that the seismic velocity in the topmost Tertiary materials was equal to
or less than that in the overlying saturated alluvium, thereby rendering
the data uninterpretable.

From this it was judged that the seismic

2

method is not suitable for use in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi.
Of the twenty electric resistivity profiles, fifteen were situated sufficiently close to borings to permit correlation with the boring logs. The
depth to Tertiary formation was determined at the fifteen resistivity
profiles with an average error of 11%, in comparison with boring depths.
Individual profiles agreed as closely as one foot in 150 ft with boring
data.

It is important to the proper interpretation of these comparative

results that the difference between the determination of a depth at a
specific point by boring and the determination or' an average depth within
a large area by a resistivity profile be given consideration.

The result£

of the resistivity method, therefore, were considered to be adequate for
the purposes of engineering problems concerned with determining suitable
locations

f~r

levees; combating underseopage at levees; determining loca-

tions for revetments, and planning channel improvements in which depth
and general composition of alluvium are important considerations.
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AUT HORI ZATI ON
A report submitted to the Board of Engineers for Levees by tho
Board of Soils Section Chiefs from the U. S. Engineer Offices of the
11

Lower Mississippi Valley Division, entitled:
Mechanics Program, Lower Mississippi Valley,

11

Coordination of the Soil

and dated October 1941,

included a recommendation that the U. S. Waterways Experiment Station
investigate the suitability of seismic and electric resistivity exploration to the current underseepage investigation.

The Experiment Station

was instructed by the President, Mississippi River Commission, in a
letter dated November 25, 1941, to submit plans for the necessary tests
to accomplish the recommendations of the report.

The plans requested

were submitted in a letter dated November 29, 1941, subject:

"Proposed

use of geophysical methods for examination of levee foundations."
Authorization to proceed with the study was contained in the fifth
indorsement, datetl Jairaary &, 1942, to that letter-.
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PABT I :

I ifrRODUCTORY

General
1.

The design of the numerous engineering projects which are

necess'ary for the control of floods and the improvement of channel conditions in the lower Mississippi River requires a clear understanding of
the alluvial deposits and of the geological relationship of these deposits
to the formation of the alluvial valley and to the earlier courses of the
river.

This information must be derived from surface structure and from

exploration of the subsurface media.
progress.

Exploration for this purpose is in

It includes a part of a study of underseepage problems along

the levee system and a part of a geological study of the alluvium for
use in dealing with river and levee problems.
2.

The first is a current, extensive exploration program in areas

where safety of the levees is threat-ened: by- known or i-ncipient sand boils.
Its objective is the collection of data to form the basis for installations which will prevent formation of sand boils.

For this purpose, a

knowledge of the stratigraphy and characteristics of the substrata is
needed.

A board, consisting of heads of the Soils ·Sections of the U.

s.

Engineer Offices in the Lower Mississipyi Valley Division, in formulating
the exploration program, recommended that the feasibility of coordinating
geophysical data with boring depths be investigated.

This recommendation

was based upon the fact that the use of an applicable geophysical method
to supplement boring exploration would result in considerable economy.
The magnitude of the exploration progTam justified the geophysical investigation and it was subsequently undertaken.

6

3.

The geological study of the alluvium referred to is, in fact,

a study of the meandering habits of the Mississippi Biver as they
affected the manner in which the alluvial deposits were laid down.
Since the present river channel extends deeply into the alluvium, in
places nearly to the top of the Tertiary formations, the structural
relations between the river channel, the grading of the alluvium from
coarse at the bottom to fine at the top, the water table in the alluvium, and the seepage conditions which arise at the levees, form closely
interrelated subjects.

In the geological study it was the consensus of

the board that geophysical methods, if found to be practicable, would be
of considerable assistance in conjunction with borings.

Purpose of Investigation

4.

In view of the economy which would be expected from coordina-

ti on _of suitable _g_eophy-Sical -exploration with the boring program just
described, comparative tests of the seismic and electric resistivity
methods were conducted by the Waterways Experiment Station.

The purpose

of this investigation was primarily to determine whether any of the various geophysical exploration methods were applicable to the work, and
secondarily to determine the accuracy to be expected from the geophysical
data.
Scope of Investigation

5.

The character of the strata and the depths involved in the

exploration
of the alluvial valley of the Mississippi , River indicated
.

7
that tests should be made by the seismic refraction and electric resistivity methods.

A series of tests of these two methods was conducted at

three typical sites in the flood plain at which borings had been_completed into Tertiary formations.

Doth seismic and resistivity depth

profiles were located at these sites, so that the depths computed from
the geophysical data might be correlated with those shown on the boring
logs.

The sites chose.n were (1) the Gammon Sublevee, mile 138 in the

Memphis Engineer District, (2) the Francis Lane New Levee, mile 3 in
the Vicksburg Engineer District, and (3) a.portion, near Rolling Fork,
Mississippi, of a transvalley geological profile which extends from
Bastrop, Louisiana, to Yazoo City, Mississippi.

The geophysical data

derived from each profile were interpreted by two or more procedures.
Correlation of the geophysical depths with the boring depths to formation changes was made.

g

PART II:

GEHEBAL GEOLOGICAL Ai'ID GEOPHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Stratigraphy of the Alluvial Valley

6.

As stated previously, the exploration was limited generally to

the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River and particularly to the
flood plain.

Geologically, the valley cross-section is comprised of

recent alluvium overlying the eroded surface of the Tertiary sediments
which were deposited in the Mississippi ombayment.

The Tertiary sedi-

ments at the sites investigated are of marine origin and include clays
and fine sands at the eroded surface.
solidated and relatively

im~ervious.

These formations are highly conThe superimposed alluvium consists.

in general, of very pervious sands and gravels at the base, grading upward to fine sands.

In the vicinity of the river and in the delta region

between the Mississippi and Yazoo rivers, the pervious alluvium is usually
-01Letlain _by a stratum of nearly impe-r:vi.o.us

silt and

11

~silts.

Deposits of clayey

blue mud. 11 in old river channels are .of common occurrence in

the upper portion of the pervious stratum, and in many places attain
thickness of 70 ft or more.
varies between 50 and 250 ft.

The total thickness of alluvial deposits
The surface silts are from about 3 to

35 ft thick at the sites explored in this investigation.

Geophysical Aspects of the Problem

7.

Geophysical exploration procesoes depend upon the detection of

variations of certain physical properties of subsurface materials.
Seismic processes involve changes of the elastic characteristics of the

9
materials which govern the velocities and manner of propagation of the
seismic energy through the earth.

Electric resistivity procedures

depend upon variation of the electric conductivity (reciprocal resistivity) within the earth.

The nature of the materials discussed in the

preceding paragraph indicated that the seismic refraction method might
give satisfactory results if the Tertiary clays were highly compacted.
Other features of the materials (permeability and mineralogy of the
clays) suggested that electric resistivity met.hods would differentiate
the strata satisfactorily.
8.

In these two geophysical methods, artificial force fields are

applied to the ground, at or near the surface, and measurements of variations in the intensity of the fields ¥tlth time or distance arc made at
the ground surface.

The measurement of the field variations produced by

physical changes at depth must be made over distances equal to or greater
than the depth to the change.

Any variation of that

d~~th

specified distance will affect the intensity measured.

¥tlthin the

Therefore, in

practice, the data yield depths which arc averages, dependent upon variations in the depth to the physical boundary and, particularly in the
case of the resistivity method, upon the relative thickness and physical
properties of all the material overlying the boundary.

This factor must,

of course, be considered, both in the interpretation of the results of
geophysical exploration and in any correlation of such results with boring depths.

Since the borings indicate only the depth within a very

restricted area (about 1 ft in diameter) they may give erroneous data if
extrapolated over a region of irregular surface.

9.

Other processes, such as those dependent upon anomalies in the

10
natural electric, magnetic, and gravitational force fieJds, are not
applicable to the present problem and are not discussed in this memorandum.
Seismic Refraction Profile
10.

Seismic exploration consists fundamentally of the generation

of mechanical vibrations, usually by an explosion, and tho subsequent
detection of the vibrations at a number of points at known distances
from the source as a function of time.

The two major types of seismic

exploration, reflection and refraction, differ in the manner.in which
the seismic energy detected has reacted at boundaries between elastically different media.

The seismic energy has the characteristics of a

wave train and at a boundary between media in which different elastic
properties cause it to be propagated with different velocities, part of
the energy will be reflected back into the first medium and part will
be refracted into the second medium; i.e., its direction of propagation
will be altered as it crosses the boundary into the second medium.
11.

For shallow exploration (depths less than 500 ft) reflection

methods arc not feasible, because the reflected energy arrives during
the aftermath of the arrival of the strongest refracted energy and is
not distinguishable on the record.
12.

A shallow refraction profile consists of a number of explosive

charges, placed at intervals symmetrically from the center of the
straight profile line, and a group of geophones, usually three or more,
spaced on the line near the center.

A record of the time interval be-

tween the detonation of each shot and the arrival of the first impulse

11
at each geophohe furnishes travel-time data.

These data arc the time

intervals required for the seismic energy to travel by the shortest
time-path through the earth to each geophone over the measured distance
from the explosion;

The several seismic velocity zones can be identi-

fied and the characteristic velocities and dimensions of the zones can
be computed from the data.

A necessary condition for such minimum time-

paths is that the seismic velocities increase from each stratum to that
underlying it.

Fulfillment of this condition permits computation of

depths to each velocity-zone boundary.

Where a medium of low seismic

velocity underlies one of higher velocity, no indication either of the
depth to or of the existence of the low-velocity medium can be obtained.
13.

More detailed descriptions of the apparatus, typical data, and.

methods of interpretation are contained in Appendix A and are illustrated
therein with several figures and a type problem.

Electric Resistivity Profile
14.

Exploration of subsurface strata by means of electric resis-

tivity profiles consists of measurement at the ground surface of the
electric potential difference established between several electrodes
when a current of known magnitude is passed between two other electrodes
and the spacing and linear relationship of the electrodes is one of
several specific types.

The electric field, that is, the orthogonal

system of current lines and equipotentials established by passage of a
direct current (or very low frequency alternating current) through a
conductor, depends upon the dimensions of the conductor, the position of

12

the entrance and exit points (electrodes) for the current, and any variation of resistivity* within the material.

A stratified soil is con-

sidered as a semi-infinite medium within which the electric properties
vary.

The variation of the electric resistivity will produce altera-

tions in the electric field which are measurable at the ground surface.

15.

The resistivity of soils and rocks is almost entirely dependent

upon the electrolyte content of the' pore fluid, except in the case of
mineralization.

For soils such as those encountered in the alluvial

valley of the Mississippi River, it is found that silts and clays possess low resistivities, the clays being lower than silts, while the
alluvial sands and gravels have high resistivity and are readily distinguishable from the less pervious materials.
16.

There are several types of surface resistivity surveys; that

most commonly used is the Wenner depth profile.

In this procedure, four

electrodes are driven a short distance into the ground at intervals
along a straight line and symmetrical about the center.

The electrode

interval (distance between adjacent electrodes) is a constant for each
measurement; that is, for one particular measurement of current and
potential, the electrodes are placed along the line so that the distance
between the current electrodes (outer pair) is 3 a
between the potential electrodes (inner pair) is

and the distance
a.

The electrode in-

terval is increased for each succeeding set of measurements.

The depth

profile thus consists of a series of current and potential measurements
* Resistivity, or specific resistance, is the resistance offered to the
flow of electric current through unit length of path over unit crosssection area. Its units usually are ohm-cm or ohm-ft. It is the reciprocal of the elect~ic conductivity of the substance.
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for a number of electrode intervals.

17.

If it is assumed that the soil is a semi-infinite, electric-

ally homogeneous and isotropic medium, it can be shown that for the
Wenner configuration the resistivity Pa
Pa= 2 1T a
where

a

is the electrode interval, I

measured potential difference.

is given by the eg_uation:

v

I

the applied current, and

V

the

In the case of a stratified subsoil, the

assumption of homogeneity and isotropy are no longer valid in the vertical direction and p
resistivity.

a

computed from the profile data is an a:pparent

This apparent resistivity is the weighted mean of the true

resistivities of all the strata which come within the influence of the
electric field.

The weighting factor is the volume of each particular

material which is affected.

The apparent resistivity is thus a volume

effect, and its dependence upon the interval

a

is controlled by the

true resistivi ties of each layer aruL by the relative :Rro:Rortion of the
layer within the influence of the current.
18.

Several other electrode configurations which are employed for

·depth profiling give similar apparent resistivity values.

Of these, the

Lee partitioning method involves a third potential electrode at tho
center of the profile.

Resistivities are measured for the two halves of

the profile.

19.

~nterpretation

of data from resistivity depth profiles con-

sists of plots of the apparent resistivity versus electrode interval and
either graphic or mathematical analysis of those curves.

There is no

simple mathematical relationship between the apparent resistivity and

14
the depths to boundaries between zones of different resistivity.

How-

ever, exact solutions for the two-layer case, i.e., the depth to the
first boundary, have been found and approximation solutions have been
worked out for the three-18'Y"er case for which no exact solution is
obtainable.

Solutions for higher multiplicity of 18'Y"ers are not avail-

able, although in some cases rough approximations can be made by
extrapolation from simpler cases.

The two-layer solutions consist of

families of standard curves, for various conditions of boundary depth
and resistivity contrast, to which field curves can be matched or from
which data can be obtained for comparative analysis with the field
data.

Graphic three-layer solutions consist of several families of

1
standard curves which have been computed ) for a wide range.of thickness ratios for top and intermediate layers and of resistivity contrasts for the three layers.

Interpretation is maa.e by matching the

field curves to several of the standard curve families to determine
the best fit.

2
Mathematical analyses ) for the three-layer cases involve

successive approximations from two-layer computations.

In some in-

stances, three-layer cases may be interpretable graphically by successive matching of two-layer standard curves.
20.

The arrangement of apparatus and field distribution for

several electrode intervals, field clata, and standard curve interpretci,tior.

1)

W.W. '•!etzel and H. V. HcMurry:
October 1937.

Geonhysics, vol. 2, no. 4,

2)

G. F. Tagg: Geophysical Prospecting Transactions, AIMME, 1934.
S. J. ?irson: Geophysical Prospecting Transactions, AIMME, 1934.
Longacre: AIMME Technical Bulletin no. 1392, 1941. G. F. Tagg:
Geophysical Prospecting Transactio!ls-AIMME, 1940.
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for a typical three-layer condition, similar to those which occur' in the
lower Mississippi valley, are presented and discussed in Appendix] to
this technical memorandum and in the figures contained therein.
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PART III:

GaI!ll~on

21.

EXPLORATION

Sublevee Site

The Gammon sublevee (fi@;. 1) is located at mile 138 in the

Memphis Engineer District about fi vo miles

northe~st

of Marion, Arkanoas.

Tho main-line levee at this point lies about 1300 ft from the bank of an
old river channel which floods during moderately high water; the present
river bank is about

4 miles east of the levee.

Considerable difficulty

with sand boils in the past has resulted in construction of subleveos
landward from the main levee.
22.

]Jq>loration was undertaken at this site to determine the

character and dimensions of the pervious subsurface materials, with the
objective of designing preventive measures against further undersccpago
damage.

Previous to tho geophysical tests, a number of borings were

made at both the landside and the riverside of the main levee.

Several

of the riverside borings were carried down into the impermeable Tertiary
formation.

Fig. 1 chows the logs for several of the deep borings at

this site and includes a site map on which the locations of the borings
and of the seismic refraction and electric resistivity profiles arc indicated.
site:

Three locations were chosen for the geophysical tests at this

(1) at boring 28, situated 300 ft riv.erside at sta. 138/l+OO;

(2) at a point 950 ft riverside at sta. 138/26+00, about midway between
borings G-2 and G-3; and ( 3) near boring 31, situated 600 ft ri versicte
at sta. 139/17+00.

It will be noteC!., from the logs shovm on fig. 1,

that borings 2!.5 and 31 penetrated into the Tertiary materials, while

borings G-2 and G-3 were bottomed at about 160-ft depth without penetrating into the Tertiary.

The Tertiary materials here are silty marine

clays.
Seismic exploration
23.

Five. refraction profiles were shot at the Gammon site.

Two,

G-ls* and G-2s, were located with centers near boring 28, parallel to
tho levee and to each other.

The first of these lines was laid out with

50-ft geophone interval and 75-ft shot interval.

In order to increase

tho accuracy of velocity determinations, tho second lino was laid out
with 75-ft gcophone interval and 100-ft shot interval.

In each case,

shot data overlapped and short shots wore arranged to give complete
coverage of near-surface strata.
24.

At a point about midway between borings G-2 and G-3 at

sta. 138/26+00, two seismic profiles were shot.

The first, G-3s, ran

approximately _no_r_thwest-southcast_, had 75-ft geophone intervals and a
maximum shot distance of 525 ft.

The second profile, G-4s, extended in

a north-south direction; the geophone interval was 75 ft, the maximum
shot distance was 1000 ft.

For this profile, the position of tho no. 4

gcophone was fixed at 125 ft during tho shooting of each half of tho
profile.

This allowed use of the data in only one of the two interpre-

tation procedures used in this study.

There was not sufficient cable to

permit the no. 4 geophone to be pla.ced at the 1000-ft points, as done
* Designation of depth profiles used in this memorandum indicates: (1)
site by letters as, G for Gammon, FL for Francis Lane, and EY for
Bastrop-Yazoo City; (2) order by number, and (3) whether seismic 11 s 11 or
electric resistivity 11 e." Thus line G-ls is the first seismic profile
shot at the Gammon site.

19
with shorter profiles.
25.

Only one seismic profile, G-5s, was shot near boring 31 at

sta. 139/17+00, about 200 ft riverside from the boring.

This profile

was laid out similar to G-4s in a north-south direction with maximum
s4ot distances of 1000 ft.
26.

Some experimental shots were made, in an effort to obtain

reflections by the series-group
refracted signal.

inte~ference

method of

sup~ressing

the

No conclusive results were obtained, but the possi-

bility of developing such a procedure for work at depths of 150 to
200 ft was

sho~m

to be worthy of further investigation.

Electric resistivity exploration
27.

Each of the electric resistivity depth profiles at the Gammon

site employed both the Wenner and Lee partitioning methods, previously
described, and at one location a third method, similar to the PotentialDrop-Ratio procedure, was tried.

In the latter, one current electrode

was placed at the profile and the other was placed on a line perpendicular to the profile at a distance of about 1200 ft, or approximately
infinity.

Three potential electrodes were moved along the profile so

that the distance between each of the outer ones was one-third of the
distance from the middle potential electrode to the current electrode at
the center of the profile.
interval method.

This is known as the expanding electrode

A. similar procedure, in which tho interval between

potential electrodes is constant and the group is moved out along the
profile was also used.

The use of the Potential-Drop-Ratio (P-D-R)

method was wholly experimental.
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28.

Three electric resistivity profiles were·made at this site.

G-le was run at boring 28 between the two seismic lines, G-ls and G-2s,
and extended to a maximum electrode interval of 300 ft.

The second

profile, G-2e, was located about 50 ft from boring G-2, 150 ft from the
seismic profiles, G-3s and G-4s, and ran in a north-south direction.
The maximum electrode. interval was 300 ft.

The third resistivity pro-

file was located at sta. 139/17+00, midway between boring 31 and the
seismic profile G-5s.

The maximum electrode interval for the Wenner and

the Lee methods was 300 ft.

At this location, P-D-R tests were made, in

which expanding interval profiles were run both north and south from the
cent~r

to maximum center electrode distance of 300 ft.

A constant inter-

val test was made on both north and south profiles; that to the north
having a 10-ft electrode interval, that to the south a 15-ft interval.

Francis Lane New Levee Site
29.

The Francis Lane New Levee (fig. 2) is located between miles 2

and 4 in the Vicksburg Engineer District about 2 miles north of the village of Round Lake, Mississippi.

A setback levee was constructed during

1940 at this location, because of the encroachment of the river to the
main-line levee at this point.

Difficulty with sand boils had been en-

countered during high-water periods at this site, and sublevees were
constructed at the landside of the old main-line levee.

The topmost

Tertiary formation at this site consists of clays or silts of marine
origin.

Two groups of borings, most of which penetrated into the Ter-

tiary formation, were made at this site.

Of these borings, three,

22
situated between the new levee and the river, were chosen as suitable
locations for the seismic tests.

Electric resistivity tests were made

at two of these riverside borings and at several landside borings.

A

site map, showing location of borings, logs of borings, and both seismic
refraction and electric resistivity profiles, is presented on fig. 2.
Seismic exploration
30.

Seismic refraction profiles were shot at three locations at

the Francis Lane site.

Two profiles, FL-ls and FL-2s, were centered at

boring A-3, 1500 ft riverside at sta. 189+00, and were perpendicular to
the range line.

It was necessary to run the lines parallel, since deep

borrow pits in the immediate vicinity of the boring prevented crossing
them.

Line FL-ls had 50-ft geophone intervals and 100-ft shot intervals;

the maximum shot distances were 500 ft.

In order to obtain overlapping

data from the shots, line FL-2s was laid out with 50-ft geophone intervals and 75-ft shot intervals.
31.

The maximum shot distances were 500 ft.

Two seismic profiles, FL-4s and FL-5s, were centered at boring

A-6, 4260 ft riverside at sta. 189+00,
the range line.

Line FL-4s was perpendicular to

Because of the proximity of the river bank (about

FL - 5s was cro·sse d on l'ine FL- 4 s a t an ang1 e of on 1y 15°.
.
loo ft) , 1 ine
Geophone intervals of 50 ft and shot intervals of
both shot lines.

75 ft were used for

Line FL-5s had maximum shot distances of 500 ft,

while FL-4s had additional shots at 600 ft north and south.
32.

Lines FL-3s and FL-6s were centered on boring A-4, 1500 ft

riverside at sta. 138+00.

Line FL-3s was perpendicular to the range

line (north-south), while FL-6s crossed line FL-3s at an angle of about

23
30°, bearin~ southwest and northeast.
intervals and 75-ft shot intervals.
for li'L-3s and 500 ft for FL-6s.

:Soth profiles had 50-ft geo:phone
Maximum shot distances were 600 ft

Two 1000-ft shots were added to line

FL-3s two weeks after it was originally shot.
Electric resistivity exploration
33.

Electric resistivity exploration a.t the Francis Lane site con-

sisted of ten depth profiles.
method only.

Of these, five were made using the Wenner

The remainder of the profiles employed both the Wenner and

Lee procedures.

Two experimental P-D-R profiles were also made.

Lines

FL-le, FL-8e, and FL-9e were centered on boring A-4, 1500 ft riverside
at sta. 138+00.

FL-le was parallel to FL-6s and had maximum electrode

intervals of 200 ft by the Wenner method only.

Lines FL-8e and FL-9e

were made one week after FL-le and were located on FL-3s and on the range
line (perpendicular to FL-8e), respectively. :Soth Wenner and Lee methods
were used'with. maximum electrode intervals of 300 ft on line FL-8e and
250 ft on F!J-:.9e.

34.

Two profiles, FL-2e and FL-3e, were made near the boring.at

sta. 175+00 at the landside toe of the new levee.
levee toe, centered at the boring.
in

ap~arent

Line FL-2e was at the

The data showed a marked reduction

resistivities, because of the proximity of the massive levee.

Tho second profile, line FL-3e, was centered about 200 ft landside at
sta. 179+00 and the data showed no bad effect from the more distant
levee.

:Soth profiles \.rere made with the Wenner method only and had

maximum electrode intervals of 200 ft.
35.

A test profile, FL-4e, was made on high ground, about 1.5 miles
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north of the Round Lake crossroads, when heavy rains prevented operation
near the borings.

A Wenner profile was run, with maximum electrode in-

tervals of 300 ft, as well as an experimentai P-D-R profile with maximum
central potential electrode distance of 405 ft.

No boring log was

,available for checking the data.
36.

Centered at boring A-8, 1500 ft riverside at sta. 189+00, two

profiles, FL-5e and FL-lOe, were made.

:Both were perpendicular to the

range line and parallel to seismic profiles FL-ls and FL-2s. The rosistivi ty profile, FL-5e, consisted of two experimental P-D-R profiles, one
north and one south of the range line to maximum central potential
electrode distance of 405 ft, and a Wenner profile with maximum electrode
interval' of 300 ft.

Line FL-lOe was made about a week later than FL-5e

and included Wenner and Lee procedures to maximum electrode intervals of
300 ft.
37.

~wo

more resistivity profiles were made near borings at the

landside toe of the new levee.

Line FL-6e was centered about 100 ft

landside of the boring at sta. 112+00.

:Both Wenner and Lee methods

were used; with maximum electrode intervals of 300 ft.

Line FL-7e was

centered 150 ft landside of the boring at sta. 100+00.

This profile

was similar in procedure to FL-6e.

:Bastrop-Yazoo City Geological Profile
38.

One of the transvalley ranges on which borings have been made

in connection with the geological investigation previously described,
lies between :Bastrop, Louisiana and Yazoo City, Mississippi and passoo

about one mile north of Rolling Fork, Mississip:9i.

Pilot borings,

several miies apart on this range, have been supplemented by secondary
borings, all of which have been bottomed in the Tertiary formation.

In

the vicinity of Rolling Fork the borings are about a half-mile apart.
Logs of the borings at which geophysical tests were conducted, and. a
site map showing the location of the borings together with seismic and
electric resi.sti vi ty profiles, are presented in fig. 3.

The topmost

Tertiary formations in this part of the valley were found to be principally silty, marine 'clay, with some fine tightly-packed. sand of marine
origin.
Seismic exploration
39.

One seismic refraction profile, BY-ls, was shot at this site.

It was centered about 25 ft from boring BY-230 and ran north and south
parallel to the gravel road. . Geophone intervals of 75 ft and shot
intervals of 100 ft were used.
40.

The

ma~imum

shot distance was 825 ft.

It was decided that further seismic .refraction tests a~ this

site were not justified in view of the difficult shooting cond.i tions
and the similarity between the data from line BY-ls and from the sites
previously explored.
Elect~ic

41.

resistivity exploration
Seven electric resistivity profiles were made at or between

borings on the Bastrop-Yazoo range in the vicinity of Rolling Fork.
Both the Wenner and Lee procedures were used on all profiles, with the
exception of BY-70, which was a check run on BY-le.

Both BY-le and
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BY-7e were centered at boring BY-230 and extended in a north-south
~onner

direc.tion along the gravel road.

and Lee profiles were run with

maximum electrode intervals of 300 ft for BY-lo.

Line BY-7e was paral-

lel to BY-le and consisted of a Wenner profile with a maximum electrode
interval of 400 ft, expanding interval P-D~R profile with maximum
central electrode distance of 405 ft, 'and a constant interval (10-ft)
P-D-R profile with maximum central electrode distance of 310 ft.

Both

P-D-R profiles were made southward from the boring and were for experimental purposes only ..
42.

Two resistivity profiles, BY-2e and BY-3e, were centered at a

point 1420 ft east of boring BY-23, about midway between that boring and
BY-230.

Both lines consisted of Wenner and Lee profiles with maximum

electrode intervals of 300 ft.

BY-2e ran east and west, BY-30 north and

south.
43.

Profile BY-4e was centered at boring BY-23 and ran north and

south parallel to a drainage ditch.

Wenner and Loe profiles, with

maximum electrode intervals of 300 ft, constituted this profile.

44.

Centered at boring BY-23], a resistivity profile, BY-5e,

extending east and west, was made with maximum electrode intervals of
400 ft.
45.

]Y-6e, consisting of Wenner and Lee profiles With maximum

electrode intervals of 350 ft, was centered at boring BY-22] and
extended north and south from it.

28
PART IV:

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Seismic E;ploration
Interpretation

46.

The results derived from any geophysical exploration process

are the interpretations applicable to the physical data in terms of the
relationship between the observed variations of physical properties and
possible geological variations in the subsurface media.

Two facts in

particular must be kept in mind when interpreting geophysical data: (1)
only where a definite change in a particular physical property of the
subsurface media is of the necessary type and of sufficient magnitude
for resolution by the apparatus can data have a definite meaning; and
(2) an interpretable change in physical properties does not necessarily
indicate geological change

and a geological variation may produce no

detectable physical change.

47.

As previously noted, the basic data derived from a seismic

refraction profile consist of the minimum times required by the elastic
impulse to travel over several measured shot distances.

These data are

plotted in a time-distance graph, usually with times as ordinates and
distances as abscissae, and several straight lines are drawn through the
plotted points.

The constant slopes of these lines give reciprocal

velocities; that is, the ratio of time to distance.

Thus the reciprocal

of each slope yields the seismic velocity which is characteristic of a
particular subsurface zone.

The velocity lines, when extended to interI

sect the time axis, give intercept times; the intersections of the
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various velocity lines give critical times and critical distances.

48.

A somewhat different treatment of the time-distance data is

used in the "method of differences!' procedure.

For this method, the

travel-times from each shot to each geophone of the central array are
supplemented by travel-times to a

11

roving 11 geophone which is placed on

the line in the position of the reversed shot; i.e., symmetrical with
the shot.

The seismic paths from a shot to a particular geophone of the

central arrey and to the roving geophone together with the path from the
reversed shot to the same central geophone
sections.

~~11

then include duplicate

These sections may be cancelled, with the result that only the

portion of the paths immediately beneath the central array geophone, and
involving only the seismic velocities of the upper media, remain effective.

Where velocity contrasts are great and strata are sufficiently

thick, this nethod of computation is superior to the intercepts procedure.

More complete descriptions of both computation procedures are

given in Appendix A and: are- illustrated therein by typical co-m:putci.tions.
Limitations

49.

The seismic refraction method is subject to certain limitations

which result from (1) physical changes of a character which prevent refraction, (2) physical changes of insufficient magnitude of extent to be
resolved, (3) the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy, which are
requisite to developing the theory, but rarely, if ever, encountered in
nature.

50.

The first of these limiting characteristics is imposed by the

fa.ct that refraction paths of the type required for detection can occur
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only in media in which the seismic velocities increase, either continuously, or step-wise, with depth.

For this condition, the downward path

beneath the shot will be refracted away from the perpendicular to the
boundary at each contact between velocity zones, and the upward path
will be refracted toward the perpendicular and the data derived would be
in error by undeterminable amounts, since neither the existence of depth
to, no'r dimensions of the low-velocity zone could be determined.

51.

The second limiting condition is imposed by the fact that the

data for seismic refraction profiles are obtained from shot points and
geophones situated at or near the surface of one velocity zone.

These

data result from refraction paths which become increasingly complex as
they traverse deeper zones.

The geophone intervals and shot intervals

are finite and for practical reasons cannot be too small.

The result

of these conditions of complex time-paths and finite distances is that
the resolution of velocity differences and thin layers is limited.
~es6l'lition

of velocity d:ifferenmrs i.-s -a functi-o-n of the g-eophone spread,

i.e., the maximum distance between geophones which record travel-time
for a pair of reversed shots, and of the dip of the velocity-zone contact.
The resolution of a velocity zone is a function of its depth, thickness,
and the ratio of its velocity to that of the zone underlying it. A zone
may be completely masked by arrival of the signal from the una.erlying
zone simultaneously with or before the signal from that above it.

The

thickness of a zone which will be masked dependo on the velocity ratio
referred to above and will introduce an error into depth computations
equal to that thickness.

In some cases, the existence of such a masked

zone may be detected and its thickness computed from data given by
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secondary breaks in the seismograph record.

Such breaks are not gen-

erally observable and must be distinct from shallow reflection and
interference signals to be trustworthy.
52.

The limitations introduced by the assumption of homogeneity

and isotropy are obvious.

In particular, however, it should be noted

that the method of intercepts is based on the assumption that both the
velocities and thicknesses of the upper strata are the same under the
distant shots as under the short shots which furnish the data usea. in
computing them.

This assumption may produce very erroneous depths for

deeper strata where a shallow layer thickens or pinches out appreciably
under the long shots.

The cancellation of the duplicated portions of

the seismic paths, on which the method of differences is based, eliminates entirely the errors introduced by such changes.

However, certain

conditions, principally continuously-increasing velocity graa.ient, insufficient thickness to carry the refraction paths for both the central
array and the roving geophone- in one zone, or insufficient velocit;r

c 0~n--

trast, will render the data inadequate for use in differences computations.
Significance of seismic depths

53.

The foregoing discussion of the methods and limitations of

seismic data indicates that the depths computed from them, especially by
the method of intercepts, are avera6!:'.. ::'.:_alues of the depths to a bouna.ary
~~considerable

profile line.

.....__ _ _

---

distance, usually equal to the total length of the

Where there is consider.?.ble relief in the boundar-1r over
<I

that distance, the com:i?uted depth may thus be either greater or less

\J.I

Table 1

I\)

SUMMARY OF SEISMIC EXPLORATION DATA

ldent if icat ion•
ft

Profile
Number

G-1s
G-2s
G-3s
G~s

G-5s
FL-1s
FL-2s
FL-3s
FL-~s

FL-5s
FL-6s

Location

Seismic Velocities,

station
on Levee

Boring
Number

138/ 1+00
138/ 1+00
130/26+00
130/26+00
139/11+00

28
28
G-2
G-2

1B9+oo
1B9+oo
13B+oo
1B9+00
1B9+00
13B+oo

v1

v2

113

v~

3800
3BOO
1200

5~00

5700

3~

5joo
5BOO

3600

5:1.oo
5SOO
5000

36
20
21

31

1000
1000
600
B50
1000

A-B
A-B

1000
1000

3500
3000

5600
61500

8000
7000

A~

1000
1000
BOO
1000

5300
2200
2200
5300

6300
5700
5700

1000

5200

6000

A-6
A-6
A~

BY-23C

BY-ls

•

~700

~200

5000
5700

••••

Boring Depths
in feet
Top of
Sand

72

•••
•••
166
150
150

32

156

~7

1~7

32
32

2B

~7

~B

57
29

~B

29

100
118
102
71

3
53
53
3

10

10

53

25

Depths indicated are those to boundary between zones of different seismic ve,locity.
The
first boundary is probably water table. Depths are averages over approximately full length

Not into Tertiary.

Data not usable for method of differences •

10
10
10

25
30
28

•s• for seismic.

Boring bottomed at about 160 ft •

125
125

100

37

Top of
Tertiary

6
6

••••
••••

of profile.

•••

36
32
25

feet
Total Depth
Method of
Intercepts

see location maps and boring logs, figures 1, 2 and 3. Profile identification gives sites
by letter (G for Gammon, FL for Francis Lane and BY for Bastrop-Yazoo), order by number,
and type of exploration by

••

sec

Results
Seismic Depths•• in
First Boundary
Method of
Method of
Intercepts Differences

1~5

162
162
1~5

157

33
than that

sho~m

by a boring at any point along the profile. Hence, only

where tlie boundaries
de~ths

~

parallel .:!'.£. the surf ace can the agreement

Ez

bet~een

the

agree.

In this connection, the limitation of the boring depth to an

by boring and

seismic refraction be expected to

area of perhaps 6-in. diameter requires a large number of borings to
determine an average depth along a line or within an area.
Results for the Gammon site

54.

The seismic data for the Gammon site are summarized intable 1.

These data include the location of the refraction profiles, the borings
at or near which the lines were centered, total length of profile, seismic velocities, seismic depths and depths obtained from the boring logs.
The seismic depths are divided into the top zone, which in general may
be considered as the depth to the water table, and the total depth,
which is the greatest depth determined from the seismic data.

The bor-

ing depths are given to the top of the sand stratum and to the

to~

of

the Tertiary (clalfey silt or marine clay) stratum.
55.

Seismic profiles G-ls and G-2s indicated about 12 ft of top

material with velocity of 1000 ft per sec, and 35 ft to the probable
water table . . The maximum velocity, 5700 ft per sec, found for G-ls,
does not appear in G-2s, which is twice as long as G-ls.

The maximum

depth determined is about 50 ft above the drill depth of 125 ft and may
be regarded as of no significance.
56.

At the center of profiles G-3s and G-4s, surface stratum

velocities were low (600 and 850 ft per sec).

This is reasonable in

view of the highly cultivated condition of the silty topsoil.

The depth

of 20 ft, indicated in table 1, is approximately correct for the water
table depth.

In this connection, it should be noted that seismic

vulocities for shallow water-filled sands and gravsls usually fall between 4600 and 5500 ft per sec.

The depth to the top of t?e Tertiary

formation is not known, but that it is greater than 160 ft is indicated
by the fact that borings G-2 and G-3 were drilled to about 160 ft and
did not encounter Tertiary materials.

No comparable depths were indi-

cated by the seismic data.
57.

The seismic profile at boring 31 yielded results very similar

to those at boring 28.

Velocities were essentially similar, except that

no velocity above 5000 ft per .sec was observed.

As in the tests at bor-

ings 28 and G-2, the seismic data gave no indication of a high-velocity
material at depths corresponding to drill depths to Tertiary formations.
Results for the Francis Lane site
58.

Pertinent seismic and drilling data for the exploration at the

Francis Lane site are summarized in table 1.

These results include the

six refraction profiles centered at three borings which constituted the
seismic exploration performed at this site.
59.

Shot lines FL-ls and FL-2s, centered at boring A-8, showed

four distinct velocity zones.

The 1000-ft-per-sec zone at the surface

shows an average thickness of about 27 ft.
32 ft of silts and clays to the top of

S~!d.

The boring log indicates
Two intermediate zones

have velocities of approximately 3500 ft per sec and 5600 ft per sec.
The fourth, a high-velocity zone (about 7000 to 8000 ft per sec), indicates a fairly rigid material, similar to soft shale or weak sandstone.
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The top of this zone is shown at a depth of 156 ft for FL-ls and·147 ft
for FL-2s.
150 ft.

The boring log indicates silty marine clay at a depth of

The agreement between seismic and drill depths is good and the

high velocities suggest a highly consolidated or partially cemented silt
stone or stiff clay.
60.

The two refraction profiles, FL-3s and FL-6s, centered on bor-

ing A-4, gavo very similar results both in velocities and depths.

The

topmost velocity zone, 1000 ft per sec, was underlain by a 5300-ft-persec zone at a depth of about 28 ft.
clay overlying the sand.

The drill log shows only 3 ft of

However, the sands, if not water-filled, would

be expected to have a velocity of about 1000 ft per sec, and the water
table would be expected at about this depth.

Depths to the high-velocity

zone, 5700 to 6300 ft per sec, wero found to be 100 ft and 71 ft for
FL-3s and FL-6s.

The boring log shows the top of the Tertiary marine

clays to be at 145 ft.

It is apparent that no agreement with the boring

data was had at this location.

It is probable that the seismic refrac-

tion data did not include Tertiary materials.
61.

Boring A-6 is situated near the river, which was then about

45 ft below bank-full stage.

The caving bank showed interbedded fine

sands and silts and the surface material was mostly fine sands.
profiles FL-4s and FL-5s were centered at this boring.

Seismic

Several of the

shots at the north end of FL-4s were located in a 10-ft bank of loose,
fine sand.

Both profiles showed numerous velocity zones.

FL-5s showed

fewer zones than FL-4s but the velocities for both lines were of similar
magnitude.

Both profiles showed the probable water table at about 50 ft

-~

which was in good agreement with the estimated river level.

However,

the maximum depths, 118 and 102 ft for FL-4s and FL-5s, indicated no
signal was refracted through the Tertiary materials, which were penetrated by the drill at 162-f t depth.
Bastrop-Yazoo City geological profile
62.

Seismic profile EY-ls, centered at boring EY-230, was

at the edge of cultivated land along a gravel road.
consists of heavy clayey silt.

loca~ed

The top material

The seismic exploration data, summarized

in table 1, show a topmost velocity zone of 10 ft of 1000-ft-per-sec
material, underlain by a 5200-ft-per-sec velocity zone.

This places the

water table or top of water-filled sands at about 10 ft deep. A 6000-ftper-sec zone, the highest indicated by the seismic data, was indicated
at a depth of about 53 ft.

Since the drilling log indicates the top of

the Tertiary marine clay at 157 ft, no indication of this material is
given by the seismograph.
General discussion of the
seismic exploration results
63.

It is apparent, from the results described in the foregoing

paragraphs, that only the seismic refraction profiles, FL-ls and FL-2s
at boring A-8, Francis Lane levee, furnished data which definitely
established a correlation between the boring and seismic depths to the
Tertiary formation.

At all other locations, seismic data failed to in-

elude velocities greater than those definitely attributable to the
water-filled alluvial sands and gravels which were known to overlie the
Tertiary marine formations. It is notable that the method of differences
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interpretation for all profiles gave depths to the top of sand or water
table very nearly the same as those found with the intercepts method.
However, in no case were differences data interpretable for deeper zones.
These results suggest that the seismic velocities in the

T~rtiary

ma-

terials are of either the same magnitude or less than those in the alluvium.

At all seismic profiles, topmost Tertiary materials were marine

clays and might be expected to have seismic velocities of the order of
4000 ft per sec, comparable with relatively stiff clays of marine or
glacial origin elsewhere.

If the latter condition exists then the first

limitation discussed in this part of the memorandum is effective.

That

is, the medium of low velocity (clay) underlying the higher-velocity
medi:m1 (water-filled alluvium) prevents refraction of the type necessary
to interpretation, and the data can give only velocities within, and
depths to, tho high-velocity medium.

This appears to be verified by the

fact that in.all cases where the data were analyzed by the method of
differences, only the. firat buundary could be identified.

64.

It should be noted in connection with this seismic exploration

that the velocities found for the surface zone and for the next deeper
one are essentially

th~

same as those found for seismic profiles made at

Slough Neck and Donaldson Point in the Memphis District near New Madrid
in

1939. Subsurface conditions there and at the sites investigated for

the present study are similar.

However, since tho purpose of the earlier

work differed from the present study and since it was confined to a
single small area, the results obtained were not considered to be sufficiently conclusive.

Tho exploration reported in this memorandum extends

the former work to other areas with more definite results.

'i

Electric Resistivity Exploration

Interpretation

65.

It has been pointed out in the discussion of interpretation of

seismic refraction data that the parameters measured in geophysical
exploration refer to physical properties and alterations of those same
properties.

Primarily it is necessary that the particular physical

characteristics (determined by the tYPe of exploration) be varied in
sufficient degree and that the extent, both thickness and lateral, be
sufficient to be resolved by the method.

Where these conditions are

fulfilled, analysis of the data will indicate the approximate location
of boundaries between physically different materials.

The geological

significance of these boundaries must be determined by correlation at
locations where the subsurface geology is known and by attributing to
the known physical change a probable geological meaning.

The signifi-

cance of these two procedures is brought out by the fact that the first
boundary indicated by the

seismogr~ph

was in nearly all cases the water

table, while the first boundary indicated by the resistivity profiles
will be shown to be the top of the pervious alluvium.

In the first

instance the seismic velocity changed from the low, near-surface values
(1000 to 3000 ft per sec) to those characteristic of water-filled sands
or gravels.

In the latter case the apparent resisti vi ties -rose from the

low values characteristic of silts and clays to the higher values indicati vo of sands and gravels.

In both cases the interpretation involved

empirical knowledge derived from laboratory and field experience and
direct correlation with logs of neighboring borings.

39
66.

The data from the resistivity profiles made at the Gammon,

Francis Lane and Bastrop-Yazoo sites were analyzed by three methods.

In

all cases the data indicated three or more resistivity zones and the
available three-layer interpretation methods were used.

Only the data

derived from the Wenner field procedure were used, although the Lee partioning method data were computed for a qualitative check in doubtful
cases.

The values of apparent resistivity for each electrode interval

were computed for each profile and plotted against the electrode interval on both log-log and linear scales.

The log-log plots were used for

matching with the standard three-layer and two-layer curves.

The two-

layer standard curves were used to check depths to the first zone
boundary and in some cases to approximate second boundary dopths.

The

linear plots were used for analysis by Tagg 1 s methods, as adapted by
Pirson and Longacre.to three-layer cases.

These methods of analysis are

discussed in more detail and illustrated by typical computations in
Appendix ] to this memorandum.
Limitations

67.

The nature of the process by which electric resistivity profile

data are obtained imposes certain limitations on interpretation.

Funda-

mentally, the fact that measurements are made on the surface results in
(1) determination of apparent resistivities, and (2) anomalous variations
of the apparent resistivities, due to movement of the electrode spread
across zones of different surface resistivity.

The application of

theoretically-derived methods of interpretation to multilayer field data
introduces the difficulties inherent in the necessary assumptions of

4o
homogeneity and isotropy in theory and the absence of these properties
in nature.

68.

The conditions which result in the measurement of apparent

rather than true resistivities have been indicated in the first part of
this technical memorandum.
a weighted

~verage

Since the observed

ap~arent

resistivity is

of the resistivities of the several zones and depends

upon the volume of each zone affected by the measuring current, the influence of a layer on the observed values will be suppressed if either
its thickness or the resistivity contrast between it and adjacent layers
is smaller than some limiting value.

69.

The existence of lateral changes of r.esistivity, particularly

in the surface layer, will produce anomalies in the observed resistivity
when the current and potential electrodes move across them as the electrode interval is increased.

In general, such anomalies will have a much

shorter linear effect on the resistivity curve than a deep layer will
-pro-d.ur..,e; _ao that the curve may be smoothed out to eliminate them.

They

can often be eliminated or suppressed by correlation between overlapping
profiles and by electrode configurations in which only one current
electrode is moved on the profile...

70.

The assumptions of idealized conditions (homogeneity and iso-

tropy) which are necessary to theoretical treatment of the problem, act
to make correlation between field data and theoretical resUlts a matter
of determining the best fit and to decrease the precision of the interpretation.
analysis.

In some cases this factor appears to prevent quantitative

71.

A further limitation imposed upon the comparison of field and

theoretical data in analysis is the multiplicity of possible field conditions, particularly in the three-layer case, which for exact comparison would require an almost infinite number of theoretical solutions. A
case in point is the necessity for matching field curves for conditions
where the ratio of thicknesses of top to intermediate layer varies between 1 to 5 and 1 to 50 with theoretical curves computed for ratios of
1 to 3, 2 to 2, and 3 to 1.
Significance of resistivity depths

72.

The fact that the observed quantities in resistivity explora-

tion are dependent upon summed-up volume effects has been pointed out.
The significance of this fact to the computed depths is that it results
in average depths

to~

interface.

No simple quantitative definition of

the region included in the average can be made.

The theory upon which

the computation is based assumes uniform, parallel boundary planes between the zones.

This condition is rarely-omrerv-ed:- i-n- nature--.

Fora~

semi-infinite uniform layer (the single-layer case) it is possible to
approximate the volume within which the true resistivity affects the
observed apparent resistivity by a hemisphere of radius equal to the
maximum electrode interva.l with its base at the ground surface. However,
where layers of different resistivity occur, it is obvious that the volume involved can no longer be represented so simply but will be more complex and include more or less of the material in each layer, depending
upon the relative thicknesses and resistivities of all layers.
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2

SUMMARY OF ELECTRIC RESISTIVITY EXPLORATION DATA

!dent if icat Ion•

Results

Locat Ion
Prof I le
Number

Station
on Levee

G-le
G-2e
G-,3e

13B/ 1+00
13B/26+oo
139/11+00

FL-le
FL-2e
FL-3e

13s+oo
175+00
119+00
Field
1s9+00
112+00
1oo+oo
13s+oo
13s+oo
189+00

FL~e

FL-5e
FL-6e
FL-7e
FL-Se
FL-9e
FL-10e
BY-le
BY-2e
BY-3e
BY-4e
BY-5e
BY-6e
BY-7e

14+20E
14+20E

Boring
Number

Average Resistivity Depths•• in feet
Standard Curve
Boundaries
First Second

2B
G-2
31

4
10
B

A~

4
10
4
5
32
4

LS Toe
None
None
A-S
LS Toe
LS Toe

A-8

3
3
3
35

BY-23C
BY-23
BY-23
BY-23
BY-23B
BY-22B
BY-2.3C

26
35
35
32
32
28
30

A~
A~

130
175
168
105
130
165
150
130
153
130
120
140
125
149
210
210
229
176
193
160

Tagg Analysis
Boundaries
First Second

Boring Depths
In feet

Longacre
Second
Boundary

Top of
Sand

126
150
165 (?)

125
None
None

6

125

10
10

166

4
None
4
8
48
11
5
9
9
47

137
None
None
152
None
157
150
110
75
None

89
None
160
165
None
146
76
115
115
None

145
3
11
159
No Boring
No Borl nq
150
32
4
154
5
164
145
3
145
3
150
32

27
40
27
2B
28
30
27

None
None
-Nune

None
None
if1me
None
None
None
None

157
25
No Bori nq
-No -Bor l nq
230• •••
26
28
175
140
30
157
25

9 •
17
17

None
None
None
None

Top of
Tertiary

•••

•

See location maps and boring logs, figures 1, 2 and ,3. Profile identification
g Ives sit es by letter (G f·or Gammon, FL for Franc Is Lane and BY for BastropYazoo), order by number, and type of exploration by •e• for electric resistivity.

••

Depths indicated are those to boundary between zones of different resistivity •
Values are averages over area of boundary sur,face roughly proportional to the
square of the maximum electrode interval.

•••
••••

Boring bottomed at about 160 ft •

Not into Tertiary.

Top of Tertiary formation is fine· sand in this boring,
clays.

A11 others are marine

73.

The depth determined is, thus, an average

of the boundary

between~

depth~ an~

of different resistivity.

As a very rough

estimate, this area may be considered to be nearly equal to that included
within the l:zy"pothetical single-layer hemisphere of radius equal to maximum electrode interval.

This area will be larger for good conductors

beneath poorer ones and smaller for the opposite condition.

74.

Regardless of the size of the effective area, however, it is

apparent that in comparison with boring depths
points, the resistivity

depths~

which~

defined at

be expected to give definite correla-

tion only for parallel boundaries.
Results for the Gammon site

75.

The electric resistivity results obtained at the Gammon site

are summarized in table 2.

These data include the location of the depth

profiles, the identity of borings nearest each profile, depths given by
the boring logs and the resistivity depths found by the standard-curve
method, Tagg 1 s analysis and the Longacre method.

Boring depths are to

tho top of the pervious alluvium and to the top of the Tertiary clays.
Resistivity depths are to the boundaries between the first and second,
and between the second and third layers indicated by the resistivity
changes.

76.

The depths found with tho standard curves arc in good agree-

ment with the boring depths in most cases.

The first boundary indicated

by each profile is apparently the top of the pervious stratum, while the
second boundary correlates with the top of the Tertiary clays.

44
77.

The Tagg analysis for this site was fair.

The first boundary

was found about twice as deep as with the standard curves.

~he

boundary correlates closely with the Tertiary clay at.boring 28.

second
At

boring 31, the depth for the second boundary as given is very doubtful,
although its agreement with the boring log is excellent.

Longacre 1 s

analysis was applicable for G-le at boring 28 only, where a mean value
for the second boundary agreed with the boring log.
Results for the Francis Lane site
78.

The resistivity profile data for the Francis Lane site are

summarized in table 2.

The standard-curve and Tagg analyses for all

profiles at this site resulted in good correlation between the first
boundary and top of sand.

The second boundary values found with the

standard curves were from 1 to 40 ft shallower than the Tertiary clay.
The Tagg analysis showed favorable correlation with the boring log only
in three cases and failed to indicate a second bound~y for five
profiles.
79.

The profile at sta. 175+00 at the landside toe, FL-2o, was

parallel and very close to tho levee, which consists of silty sand.
The proximity of the large mass of low-resistivity material to this line
so distorted the electric field that the data wero useful for the first
boundary interpretation only.

FL-30 was made at a point ab.out 200 ft

from the levee toe near sta. 179+00.

No undesirable influence of the

levee mass was observed and the second boundary, found at 165 ft with
the standard curves, correlates reasonably well
to Tertiary clay in the boring at sta. 175+00.

~dth

the depth of 159 ft

80.

Profile FL-4e was a trial run made in a field near the site

when conditions following a heavy rain prevented work at the levee.
boring was available for correlation.

No

However, the data were analyzed

and gave reasonable depths with good agreement between the three methods
of analysis.
81.
in woods.
shot

,,.~th

The profiles at borings A-4 and A-8 were either all or partly
All but FL-9e were made along seismic profiles which had been
consequent local disturbance of the surface layer. It is note-

worthy that only FL-9c of the five profiles at these two locations gave
a second boundary depth by standard-curve comparison which could be
correlated closely with boring depths to Tertiary clay.

For the other

profiles, the data were somewhat irregular, probably because of the
localized surface variations near shot craters.
Results for the Bastrop-Yazoo site
82.

The results obtained from seven electric resistivity depth

profiles at the Eastrop-Yazoo site near Rolli-ng Fork, Mississippi are
summarized in table 2.

83.
profiles.

Interpretation by standard-curve comparison was made for all
The two-layer curves were used to obtain the depths to the

first boundary.

Depths to the second boundary are averages for several

three-layer curve readings. Correlation of depths to the first boundary
with the top of sand in neighboring borings is reasonably good. Correlation of the depths to the second boundary ,,.,i th boring depths to the
Tertiary materials is excellent in all but one case.
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84.

Profiles EY-2e and EY-3e were approximately midway between

borings EY-23 and EY-230 in which the top of Tertiary material was
logged at 230 ft and 157 ft, respectively.

The second boundary depth,

210 ft for both profiles, and the shapes of the resistivity curves,
indicate that the upper Tertiary material is probably sand at this point
as it is at boring EY-23.
85.

The Tagg analysis for each profile gave depths to the first

boundary which agreed well with boring depths.

The data did not permit

determination of the second boundary depth by this method.
General discussion of the
resistivity exploration results
86.

It is apparent from the foregoing discussion of the resistivity

depth profiles that this method of exploration differentiates the silty
surface materials, alluvial sands and gravels, and the Tertiary clays
(possibly the Tertiary sands).

Tho boundaries between the several re-

sistivity zones correlate with the top .of the .rumd and top of the Tertiary
formation.

The standard-curve comparison method of analysis gave the

depth to the first boundary within±. 1.5 ft and the depth to tho second
boundary with an average error of 11% for the fifteen profiles where
correlation with borings wan possible.
87.

The resistivity curves indicated that in most cases the pro-

fileo should have been extended from electrode intervals of about twice
the depth of the Tertiary formations to intervals about three or four
times that depth, in order that interpretation might be more definite.

88.

The irregularities which occurred in some of the data were

probably caused by variations of surface resistivity.

In some cases

this could be smoothed out of the curves, but in others such treatment
was of doubtful value, since it was not always apparent that the irregularity resulted from this condition.

89.

Only the analysis by comparison with standard curves gave

satisfactory results.

This fact is evident from table 2.

Tagg's

analysis was satisfactory in some cases but was not usable in many,
Longacre 1 s procedure gave only three satisfactory depths and in a number
of cases failed completely.

48
PART V:

CONCLUSIONS

Seismic Exploration
90.

The results of seismic refraction tests made at three sites in

the lower Mississippi valley could not be correlated with the top of the
Tertiary formations in borings at or near each test, with the exception
of a single point at which correlation of two seismic profiles with the
boring log was excelle.nt.
suitable

91.

as~

It is concluded that this method is not

supplement to boring ex:ploration in the alluvial valley.

Several corollary c.onclusions derived from the data

ana. field

experience in this investigation follow:
a.

Seismic velocities characteristic of Tertiary materials
are less than or nearly equal to those of the overlying
saturated alluvium, except for possible localized
anomalies of high velocity.

b.

The portable electromagnetic seismograph, which was
used in this work, yields legible, consistent records
__fox ~hot-to-_geo_phono distances as great as 1500 ft.

c.

High-velocity seismograph gelatins and Ni tramon 11 S 11
(a special seismograph explosive) give sharper record
breaks for smaller charges than do ordinary dynamites.

d.

Shots which were loaded with only about 1 ft of earth
tamped over the charge, the remainder of the hole
(about 3 to 7 ft) being open, gave records equal in
quality to those for holes tamped to full depth, and
resulted in craters about one-third to one-half the
size of the latter.

Resistivity Exploration

92.

The electric resistivity data obtained at the same sites yielded

depth interpretations which correlated well with the boring log depths to

tho top of the alluvium and to the top of the Tertiary formations.

It

is concluded that tho electric resistivity procedure is suitable as a
suuplement to boring exploration in the alluvial valley of the lower
Mississipui River.

The precision obtained for fifteen resistivity depth

profiles may -be expressed -as -an average -~~
error ~
of -±:. ~11% when
the thooreti-~- -~ ~~~~

"'--~~~ ~-

cally average resistivity depth3 were compared with depths

for~

single

boring at .9.E. near each profile.

93.

Several corollary conclusions derived from the data and its

interpretation follow:.
a.

Resistivity profiles, using the Wenner and Loo partioning procedures and interpreted by matching field curves
to standard two- and three-layer curves, yield depths to
the top of the pervious alluvium and to tho Tertiary
clays within limits of error which are suitable for use
in undorseepage investigations in the alluvial valley of
the lower Mississippi River.

b.

The length of a profile must be such that the maximum
electrode interval exceeds twice the depth to be found
and should be from three to four times that depth.

c.

Somo means should be adopted for eliminating resistivit"
anomalies due to surfar.,,_o_ r.asis_ti_vity variations aJ.one the
profile. Overlapping profiles or double profiling m;thods
are possible means of accomplishing this.

d.

Standard-curve matching is the most accurate and rapid
means of interpreting data of the tYPe obtained in this
exploration. The curve families should be extended, if
possible, to approach more closely in thickness ratios
and resistivity ratios tho conditions encountered in
underseepage work.

e.

Tho analytical methods of interpretation tried, Tagg 1 s
and Longacre 1 s procedures, were very tedious and resulted
in unsatisfactory depth values. Unless some improvement
is found in these or similar methods of analysis, they
should not be used except as a possible check in a
doubtful case of standard-curve fit.
ElID OF I/J.EMORAliJDUM PROPER

(Appendices follow)
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APPE1IDIX A

REFRACTION

1.

SEIS~•iI C

EXPLORATION

The basic principles of refraction seismographing have been

outlined in the text of this technical memorandum, and will be restated
only briefly here.

Field

~rocedure

and interpretation will be discussed

in detail in this appendix.

Basic Princinles of Seismic Refraction
2.

The basis of all seismic e:xploration is the variation of rate

and direction of propagation of mechanical energy through subsurface
media.

The elastic properties of the media determine both the rate of

propagation of the wave train and its direction.

More specifica.lly, the

velocity of propagation Ydthin a medium is determined by its elastic
properties, while changos_ in direction of the propagation are determined
by the difference of velocities between media.

The elastic wave trains

dealt with in seismic exploration may be regarded as rays emanating from
a point source.

These rays may be shoYm to be reflected and refracted

in a manner analogous to light rays.

3.

Fermat 1 s princi.ple of minimum time paths is vs.lid for the

seismic ray.

This principle requires that the ray, in travelling be-

tween two points, follow a path along which velocities are of such magnitude that the travel time is a minimum.
also obeyed by the seismic ray.

Snell's law of refraction is

This law states that, in crossing the

Appenctix A
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boundary between two media of different velocities, the ray will form
the greater angle with the normal to the boundary in the medium of
higher velocity.

Electromagnetic Seismograph Equipment

4.

The apparatus necessary for seismic exploration consists of a

moans for detonating an explosive, several detectors, and a recorder.
There are nearly as many different types of these instruments as there
are ways of converting mechanical energy into electrical energy end of
recording the latter as a function of time.

Two of the types have been

adapted to shallow reconnaissance and its requirement of extreme portability.

Of these two instruments, one has been described in detail in

. t•ions l) ; th e o ther, recen tly acquire
. d b y t he Experiment
various publ ica
Station

5.

(1940), has not been discussed so widely.
The new seismograph is a modification, by Reiland, of modern

electromagnetic reTlection seismographs.

The equipment includes an

electric blaster, four electromagnetic induction-type geophones, an
amplifier unit, a recording unit, a communication circuit, and the necessary connector cables, reels, and a field developer. Safety and efficiency of operation have been stressed in the design of the equipment.
A photograph of the complete equipment is presented in fig. A-1.

A

schematic diagram, showing the location and function of each instrument
in the shot-communication circuit and in the recorder circuit, is shown
in fig. A-2.

l)

E. R. Shepard, Public Roads, June
September-October 1939.

1935, and Military Engineer,

3
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SEISMOGRAPH

AND APPURTENANCES
FIG. A-I

6.

The blaster is of the usua.l
about 20 lb.

50-cap size, and
insures

misfire.

transmission of the

Use of the large-capaci

er

tant 11 cfrcuit

A built-in

11 break 11

line to the recorder.

magneto

ts

in the ca-p circuit over the communication

The caps used,

ally developed
te absence of

work, are characterized by

open circuit 1md d.etonation, so that accurate

scismo
between

11 shot-instant 11

in

had from the break in the cap circuit.

7.

The

wire is
manent magnet.

s or detectors are so constructed that a coil of
in the annular gap behreen the poles of a s
The coil is

per-

eel with its a.xis vertical

steel cantilevers and is free to move across the

c field.

In

.,,

WAR DEPARTMENT

CORPS Of ENGINEERS, U. S. ARMY

C'I
)>
I
I\)

AMPLIFIER
TYPE SE400 A

-

I ·-

-1-

RECORDER CAMERA
TYPE SE400 R

I I
I ,I

PAPER
PAPER DRIVER

POWER SOURCE SELF-CONTAINED

.......).+----tf"'\'V-~IDLER

POWER SOURCE SELF-CONTAINED

NOTE: ONE Of FOUR CHANNELS SHOWN.

GEOPHONE
TYPE SE 301 P

U. S. WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION

EXPLOSIVE
BLASTER
TYPE D SOI

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF
REFRACTION SEISMOGRAPH
HEILAND RESEARCH CORPORATION
TYPE SE400
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operation, the geophone is in firm contact with the ground; preferably
it is buried.

The motion produced by the seismic wave.is transmitted to

the geophone case, and inertia of tho coil causes it to move rela'ti vo to
the magnet, thus inducing a small electric current in the coil circuit.
The geophones are electromagnetically damped to 0.

7

critical and are

sufficiently rugged to dispense with usual locking a.evices.

They are

essentially watertight and weigh a:ppro:x:imately 8 lb each.
8.

The amplifier unit consists of four channels, each comprised

of a two-stage resistance-coupled amplifier with input and output transformers which provide matched impedance in both circuits.
contained 10-flashlight-cell "A" battery and two 45-volt

The self-11 :8 11

batteries

supply ample power with complete freedom from cross-feeding between the
channels.

Each channel has separate volume control.

Amplification of

tho output current of the geophoncs is necessary to insure definition of
true

breaks 11 which are of very much smaller magnitude than la.tor

11 first

impulses.

The amplifier unit, enclosed. in a leather-covered case, weighs

about 28 lb.

9.
and timer.

The recorder unit. compri sos

a11

electrtca.lly-dri von oscillogra:?h

Four moving-coil galv2.nometers of ruggea_ design are mounted

in a single permanent-magnet block.
four amplifier channels.

:Each galvanometer servos one of t:10

In a.deli tio;i., one of the galvanometers rocorcls

the shot-instant signal through a transformer

co~')led

to the co1m,nmica-

tion circuit, which transmits the signal from the blaster.
the galvanometer coils is recorded

b~r

Motion of

moans of tho usual optical system

on moving sensitized paper, driven botwoen rubber rollers by a mnall
electric motor

The timer system consists of a calibrated, electrically-

6
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driven, steel reed that vibrates at 50 cycles per sec.

A system of slits

passes a beam of light to the moving paper twice during each vibration
cycle of the reed, thus producing fine lines across the paper at intervals of 0.01 sec.

A red glass window permits observation of the light

from the galvanometers for adjustment during operation of the recorder.
The exposed paper is received into a cylindrical magazine, which automatically cuts the paper and is sealed. light-tight upon removal from the
instrument.

Power supply for the motor, timer, and two lamps is self-

conta.ined and consists of 36 flashlight batteries.
vided for operation from an external battery source..

Facilities are proThe unit is mounted

on a small tripod during operation, is cased in.leather, and weighs
about 28 lb.
10.

The communication system :permits telephone communication be-

tween the blaster and recorder and provides a means for transmitting the
shot-instant impulse to the recorder.
the- two field handsets, a

batter~r,

The first purpose is served by

and a switch in the communication box

which is fastened to one le_g of the recorder tripod_.

~he

second. function

is made possible by the inclusion of two transformers, one in the blaster
and one in the communication box, which together with the necessary
filter nets complete a circuit fr-om the cap to the no.
11.

4 galvanometer.

The geophone and communication cables are stranded bronze,

double-conductor, rubber-covered wire of very light weight.

The shot

cable is about 200 ft long, the communication cable 500 ft long.
geophone cables, three are
use with the

11 roving 11

~00

geophone.

Of the

ft long; the fourth is 500 ft long.for
These cables are each on a separate

reel of cast aluminum with light-weight-alloy legs.

7
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12.

A developing box, containing two stainless steel
covers and black cloth

sleeves,

with
ts the

and fixation of records in the field immediately after
shooting.

5 soc in D-72

The paper used is very fast, requiring only

developer (diluted 2

s to 1

water) for

contrast at average

The record is available for inspection within a few
minutes after the shot has been fired.

This permits repetition of shots

when necessary, and insures a complete set of

records.

interpretation in the field is possible.

13.

A sot of pack frames has been constructed for
A-3.

tho

Those frames are made of aluminum alloy wi. th wob

The load is so apportioned that each man carries about

SEISMOGRAPH ON

PACK

FIG. A-3

FRAMES

40

lb.
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Field Practice
14.

In practice, a mechanical impulse, usually produced by an

explosion, is timed over a number of paths from the shot point to each
of a series of geophones at measured intervals along the straight profile
line.

Various arrangements of shots and geophones are possible.

The

customary arrangement for shallow refraction profiling with a three- or
four-channel seismograph consists of location of detectors at intervals
of 35 to 75 ft on the profile line near its center and location of the
shots symmetrically at 75- to 100-ft intervals along the line in both
directions from the center.

The maximum shot distance required is

usually at least three times the depth to deepest material to be detected.

This distance is customarily determined by trial on the first

profile at a site.

At least two shots in each direction should g1vc

data indicating penetration to the deepest material sought (usually
bedrock).
15.

Each shot is fired and the time interval between detonation and

arrival of the first impulse at each geophone is recorded by the seismograph.

Velocities are determined by analytic or graphic methods from the

time interval (step-out times) between identical arrivals at each geophone from a single shot.

The velocities thus determined are apparent

velocities which may be radically altered from true velocities. Correction for dip errors in velocity computation is made from reverse shots,
i.e., shots on the profile symmetrical

~dth

the first shots.

The true

velocity is then given approximately by twice the product of the reversed
velocities divided by their sum.

9
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16.

For eacl1 s:10t line, the recon3.s are read. for the mininn.un triwel

times (first oreaks on the record) to eac}1 geo1?hone and these a.ata are
taoulated 1•ri th the shot distances measiJ.red on the profile between tl1e
shot and each geophone.

Interoretation of Data
17.

Tlle travel-time and shot-distance data are used to compute

seismic velocities and depths to bom1daries between velocity zones.
Several methods are suitable for this process.

Two of these, the method

of intercepts and the method. of diffe:rences (A-E-C), are demonstra.ted
for a type problem in the following sections and are illustrated. by a
block diagram, and a schematic diagram, respectively.
Method of intercepts
IS.

The block diagram, fig. A-4, represents the geophone loca.tions

and the north half of a profile on which geo:phones are pla.ced 25 ft and
75 ft each side of the center and ten shots are placed at 10 ft north,
15 ft south, and at distances of 100 ft, 225 ft, 350 ft and 475 ft north
and south of the profile center.
the diagram for simplicity.

The short shots have been omi ttea. from

All shot holes are shown 4 ft deep.

The

minimum time pa.ths for the seismic energy between S-3, the 350-ft-north
shot, and each geophone are indicated by heavy lines.

The seismograph

record shows the traces for each geophone channel for this shot, with
shot-to-geophone distances indicated on each trace.

The travel-time

graph includes travel times for eacl1 of the long shots, with those from
the S-3 record projected by dashed lines from the record traces to the
graph.

10

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ONE-HALF OF SEISMIC REFRACTION PROFILE
FOR METHOD OF INTERCEPTS

FIG. A-4

19.
location.

The graph indicates that three velocity zones exist at this
The slopes of the straight lines drawn through the data on

the graph give reciprocal velocities, since they are the ratio of time
to distance. The velocity line which passes through the origin represents
the velocitjr in the surface zone.

The other lines represent successively

deeper velocity zones and their intersections with the time axis are
intercept times which are functions of the velocities and thicknesses of
overlying zones.

11
20.
zone

ref;~action

The angles of inciclence a:.1c3.

bound2r~r

for the

r9~rs

at each

are determined by Sncll 1 s la1,,r gnc1 the thickness of ea.di.

zone is computed with ecLuations such as tl1ose derived by E\lring, Crary,
1
2) .
and Ruti1erford

Snell 1 s law as a::?::)lied to seismic refraction may be

stated as

vi

sin
- -i -

where

i

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 1)

vr

sin r

is the angle of incidence measured between the incid.ent ray

and the normal to the zone boundary,

r

is the angle of refraction meas-

ured between the refracted ray and tl1e normal, and

v.1

and

V

r

are the

seismic velocities in the incidence and refraction media, res:9ectively.
For incidence of the ray at the critical angle, the angle of refraction
It will be noted in the block

will be 90° and its sine will be 1. 00.
I

diagram that this is the condition w}1ich is assumed to exist at the
boundary of the deepest zone penetrated by the seismic ray. The condition
is imposed by Fermat 1 s principle. It is apparent from equation ( 1) that
in this case the sine of the angle of incidence will be given b;ir the
ratio of the velocities of the med.ia.

Then if

P2

of incidence at the first boundary, and

C(

is defined as the angle

as the angle of incidence

at the second boundary, these angles will be given by

cz
~

= sin-1 (V /V )

....................... ( 2)

/v 3)

....................... ( 3)

2 = sin-1

1

(V

2

2

Since the ray is not refracted parallel to the first boundary when it

2)

11 Geophysical Studies in
M. Ewing, A.P. Crary, and H.M. Rutherford:
11
the Atlantic Coastal Plain.
Bulletin Geological Society of AmericE!,
vol. 4B, June 1937.
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penetra.tes "below the second zone, the angle

C(

represents the condition at the first boundary.

no longer completely
The relationship between

the incident and refraction ray at the boundary is expressed by

~l'

which is a_efined by the relation
sin

p1

=sin o< • sin {3 2 , or

These definitions of the angles of incidence are derived for the dovmward
ray path from the shot.

However, the assumed symmetry of the subsurface

permits identical definition of the angles beneath the geophones

(u~ward

path).
21.

A simple derivation of the Ewing-Crary-Rutherford equations is

based on consideration of the time intervals of various portions of the
refracted paths.

Consider first the refracted path which penetrates only

the first boundary and assume both the shot and geophone to be located on
the surface.

The travel time

t1

will consist of two identical parts

-representing passage through the top zone -in which the velocity is

V ,

1
and a third part representing passage through the second zone in which
the velocity is

V2 .
t

where

This is expressed mathematically by
- 2
1 -

v2

Dl
+ /..\
2 Dl tan ex
cos ()(
v2 v2

.............. ( 5)

D1 is the thickness of the V1-zone, and 6 is the surf 8 .ce distance

from the shot to the geophone.

The first term represents the time con-

sumed by the impulse in traveling dovm to the boundary from the shot and
up to the geophone from the boundary.

The second and third terms

13
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represent the a.ctual travel-time in the V2-zone, the third term "being a
correction for the decrease in the length of pa.th in the
by refraction.

]y

v2 -zone, caused

trigonometry, equation ( 5) may be reduced to

(6)

22.

Consider next the travel-time graph on which the V2-lino has

been extended to intersect the time axis. The intercept is
t 1 - T1
slope of the V2-line is defined by
which is equal to

Tho
1

whence

6

tl

Substitution of the value of

t1

,,
= Tl+ V2

. . . •. . . . . ... . . . .. . •. . .. •

( 7)

in equation (7) into equation (S) gives

••.••..••••••..••••..•. (ES)

from "rhich it follows the.t,
.......................... ( 9)

23.

In an analogous manner the equation for the thickness

D

2

of

the second layer is found to be:

2

T1

v2 cos fa 1

cos f.2 cos

................. ( 10)
0(

These equations are cleri ved on the ass"L1mgtion that the shots are at the
ground surface.

In practice, a correction term equal to

shot depth must be added to D1
to the sum

D1 + D2

one-~1alf t~10

for true depth to the first boundary and

for true depth to the second "boundary.

This

14
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correction is

necess2.r~r

because the com:9utea. value of

D1

represents .

one-half the total length of the a.ctual seismic refraction path in the
vl-zone (from the shot to the first boundary and from.the boundaI'if to
the geophone).

Since the shot is at some depth below the surface, one-

half of this depth must be added to the computed D1

to obtain the

true depth D1 .
24.

Consider the north-south refraction P!ofile illustrated in

fig. A-4 and described earlier in this discussion.

From the records of

this profile the fo_llowing distance and time data are obtainecl.

These

data are plotted in a travel-time graph in which clistances are abscissae
and the times are ordinates.
Table A-1
G-1
Dist. Time
Sec.
Feet

Shot
Number

--

.10 ft north
15 ft south
S-1
S-2
S-3
, s.:.4
S-5
s-6
S-7
s-8
25.

65
90
25
150
275
400
175
aoo
25
550

.029
.034
.021
.o46
.071
.081
.051
.074
.082
.091

G-2
Dist. Time
Feet
Sec.
.015
.024
.031
.056
.076
.084
.041
.066
.079
.087

15
40
75
200
325
450
125
250
375
500

G-4
Dist. Time
Feet
Sec.

G-3
Dist. Time
Feet
Sec.
35
10
125
250

315

500
75
200
325
450

--

.023
.010
.041
.066
.079
.087
.031
.056
.076
.084

85
60
175
300

.033
.028
.051
.074

425

.OfS2

550
25
150
275
400

.091
.021
.o~-6

.071
.031

The data derived from this travel-time graph are:

v1 = 1000

ft per sec

V2 = 5000 ft per sec

COS O'.

v 3 -- 15,000 ft per sec

cos

T
1

= 0. 016

sec

T2

= 0.054

sec

~l =

cos /32

ex

= 110

0.998 - 1.00

!31

= 30

0.95

/32

= 17 .'.)... o

= 0. 98

:=
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Suostitution of these veiues in the equations for
0.016 x 1000
2 x 0.98

= 0 . 0 5LJ..
D2

x 5000

==

2 x O. 95

o. 016 ~000

=8

4

and

D2

==

142 - 43

= 99

ft

ft deep in each case, a correction

of one-half this depth must be adcl.ed to the computed depth.
total depth is

give

ft

x 1.00
2 x 0.95 x 0.98

However, since the shot was placed

D
1

Whence the

D1 + D2 + shot-depth correction== 8 + 99 + 2

= 109

ft.

The total depth shown in the diagrrun is 110 ft.
Method of differences
26.

Interpretation by the method. of differences or

requires data obtained by
from that described above.

slightl~r

11 A-E-C 11

method

cLifferent arrangement of the geophone

This arrangement, illustrated in fig, A-5,

c

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM Of SEISMIC REFRACTION PROFILE
FOR METHOD OF DIFFERENCES
FIG. A-5
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consists of moving one geophone (G-4 in this ca.se) so that it occu,pies
for each shot the location of the symmetrical shot.

Thus for shot

S-3,

350 ft north, the 11 roving 11 geophone is placed at S-7, 350 ft south.
The other geophones remain stationary throughout shooting operations on
the profile.

27.

The function of the roving geophone is to obtain travel-times

over the seismic ray paths from one shot to its reverse shot, as well as
over the paths to the central geophone group.

It is apparent that the

seismic ra.y paths, shown in the sectional diagram, from A

(S-3) to B

(the central array) and to C (G-4) are identical over that portion down
to md through the third veloci t~r zone as far as tJ:ie point where the
central paths turn upward.

There is a similar icienti ty between the por-

tion of the paths from C (S-7) to B and the remainder of the A-to-C
path.

This is particularly true if vertical ray paths are employed

instead of the sloping refraction paths. The assumption of vertical
paths is justified in cases where the ratio of velocities is one-third
or less, since the errors introcluced are less than 5%, or within the
range of probable error for shallow determinations.
28.

Because of the apparent identity of portions of the seismic

paths, a similar identity should. exist between portions of the minimum
travel-times.

Thus, the sum of the travel-times from shots at A and C

to a particular geophone of the central group
travel-time from

A to

energy from both

A and

central geophone, B.
matically by

B should equal the

C plus the increment time required for the
C to travel upward from the third zone to the

This time difference

TB

may be expressed mathe-

Appendix A
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TB= TAB+ TCB - TAC .................... (11)

where the subscripts indicate the terminal points of the paths along
which the times are measured.

Furthermore,

TB

equals twice the time

required to travel upward through the overburden, so that if one-half
this quantity is multiplied by the weighted average velocity of the
overburden or, more simply, by the intermediate zone velocity ancl a correction is made for the top stratum, the product will be the total depth
to the second boundary, thus:

x V2 ............ (12)
D is the· uncorrected depth.
the computed
zone.

In practice, a time correction is made to

T13-value to take into account the shot depth or the surface

This correction may be either the TB-value for the shot depth or

the zone, or the

T1 . intercept from the travel-time graph.

Shot depth

correction must be made as in method of intercepts, if it is not made in
the time.

The velocities

V , V2 , etc., are computed either from the
1

step-out times for the central geophone spread or from a travel-time
graph.

29.

The record data and computations for the profile illustrated

in fig. A-5 are presented in table A-2.

Only the data for the longer

shots are tabulated, since the short-shot data are used only to compute

v1 .

Correction for the shot depth is made by adding the computed time

for travel through the shot depth to the difference time for the first
zone.

The resultant total depth is

depth is 110 ft.

sho~m

to be 105.5 ft.

The true

The error introduced by the assumption of vertical

Table

A-2

SEISMIC REFRACTION PROFILE
COMPUTATIONS BY METHOD OF DIFFERENCE
Column Number

1

2

Travel Times
Shot
Numbers*

s-1 North
and
S-5 South

S-2 North
and
S-6 South

S-3 North
and
S-7 South

S-4 North
and
S-8 South

Sum

bf

South

North

(1)+(.2)

G....ii
TravelTimes

sec.

sec.

sec.

sec.

G-1

0.051

0.021

0.012

G-2

0.0~1

0.031

0.012

G-3

0.031

0.0~1

0.012

G-1

0.01~

0.0~6

o.12iJ

G-2

0.066

0.056

0.122

G-3

0.056

0.066

0.122

G-1

0.082

0.071

0.15)

Geoph.
No.

6

5

3
Time:~

Time
Differ.
(3)-(~)

Shot and
overburden
Correction

sec.

sec.

0.010

0.016

o.oo~

0.020

0.010

0.016

o.oo~

0.020

0.010

o.o5~

0.016

0.038

0.019

0.038

0.056

0.016

0.019

0.155

o.o5~

0.016

G-1

0.091

0.081

0.172

o.055

0.016

0.171

G-3

0.171

Velocity

ft /sec.

10
Depth
(8)"(9)

ft.

••
NOTE:

see. figure A-5

Corrected
Depth
(1o)+overbur,den
ft.

10
1000

10

10

10

0.101

0.117

95

105

0.019

95

105

0. 0195

97.5

107.5

0.05~

0.016

0.019

o.o5~

0.016

0.019·

5000

5000

95

105

95

105

Average

•

11

0.052

G-3

0.00~

9

o.oa~

0.076

0.087

sec.

0.020

0.079

0.001

sec.

Single
Differ.
1/2 (7)

o.oo~··

0.155

0.08~

Corrected
Differ.

8

0.016

G-2

G-2

7

for conditions and arrangement of shots and geophones •

Shot at ~-ft depth; add o.oo~ sec correction,

since

v = 1000 ft/sec •

105.5 ft

.fr
Id
CD

1
~
Data from S-2 and S-6 (225 ft north arrl south) are not interpretable since refract ion path to G-4 1 ies in v -zone and
3
paths to G-1, G-2 and G-3 lie in v -zone. For a similar reason, the G-1 data from shots S-3 and S-7 are not interpretable.><
2

e

>
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paths, 4,5 ft, is less than that attributable to the expected error in
reading records, 0.001 sec.

30.

This method is restricted principally by the condition that

thick velocity zones of considerable contrast with well-defined boundaries are necessary.

However, it gives the depth beneath each central

geophone without use of the deep velocities which are often of a.oubtful
accuracy because of dip and of heterogeneous overburden.
TB

The ve,lue of

is affected only by conditions wl1ich occur directly beneath a par-

ticular geophone.

.!_! is noteworthy that the data derived from .§. refrac-

tion profile arranged for analysis by the method of differences a.re
suitable for analysis by the me tho a. of

~nterceuts.

Computations may thus

be checked. by independent methods.

31.

Several other methocls for analyzing shallow refraction a.ata by

means of the travel-time graph depend on critical times or critical
distances.

These cri tica,l values are defined by the intersection of

successive tangents with each other and are based on the same principles
as the method of interce-pts.

1
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ELECTRIC RESISTIVITY EXPLORATION

1.

A description of the procedure employed in electric resistivity

profiling and some of the factors wl1ich affect the process have been ineluded in the technical memorandum.

This appendix will discuss in more

Cl.etail the causes and influence of some of the factors and will illustrate interpretation of a typical three-layer case.

Only one of the

numerous methods of measuring the apparent resistivity will be consio.ered.

Electric Resistivity of Soils and Rocks
2.

The fact that the electric resistivity of soils (and non-

mineralized rocks) is dependent ~~on the electrolyte content of the pore
fluid has been previously mentioned in this report.

It is of particular

importance to work in sediments such as those encountered in the alluvial
valley of the Mississippi River to understand the relationship which
exists between the various soil types and their electric resisti vi t;)r.
The two most essential factors in this relationship are (1) the electrolyte content of the fluid and (2) the porosity of the soil.

3.

The first of the factors depends upon several characteristics

of both the soil and the pore fluid.

Near the surface, the pore fluid

vrill be either water or air, or a mixture of both.

Where the fluid is

air only, the resistivity will be very l1igh and dependent almost wholly
on the electric properties of the solid grains.

This condition occurs

2

in. a. very thin surface layer e:irne::)t in arid or semi-arid region.s w!J.ere
it may ext end alrno st to the cleep wa.ter t ?.:Ole.

Tl1e mixture of air

8JJ.c1

water occurs. above the water table a;1a. acts nearly like a water satu..ra.tecl
condition.

:Below the water table

&J.Ci.

wi tMn almost the full hei[;ht of

the capillary zone the soil will be water saturated.

4.

T~1.e

flow of the pore water through the soil depends irpon the

soil permeabili t~r.

Permea.bili ty of soils is eJ::pressed in terms of flow

of water through the soil under unit hya.raulic gradient and a.epena.s \Xi.)on
the size and continuity of the pore

c~1.annels.

In sands a.nd gravels;

permeability is very much greater than in silts ana. clays, ave:.:ar;e
values for each being in the ratio of a·bout 10, 000 to 1.

Hence :pore.

water in clays and tight silts will be essentially stagnant while tl1at
in sands and gravels is generally in continuous motion.

5.

Since the pore water encountered in alluvium usually originates

either as rain absorbed into the soil or as seepage from streams, it is
initially fresh.

For the pore water to become a good electric cona_uctor

soluble electrol3rtes must be _Jlresent in quantity in the soil
tions must exist which tend to produce solution.

t\l1Cc

condi-

In humia. regions the

alluvial sands and gravels include a pre:.;ionderance of q_uartz ancl other
silicates that are only slightly soluble while some silts ancl, more
notably, clays consist of numerous more soluble minerals in a
divided form.

finel~r

These conditions act to control the electrolyte content

of the pore water in the particular soil.

In the sands ruid gravels the

water moves freely over the grains, most of which are not readily soluble,
while in the clays the water is almost static wi tl1.in a mass of fine, irregular particles, many of which are soluble.

Hence in clays the

3
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relatively large surface areas of the particles, the solubility of the
constituent minerals and the nearly static condition of the lJore water
increase its conductivity greatly.

Some of these conditions also exist

in silts, though not usually to so great an extent as in clays.

Near-

surface deposits, particularly where vegetation is heavy, are affected
by organic acids which increase electric conductivity.

6.

The second factor which influences the relationship of the

soil type to its electric properties is porosity.

This is defined as

the ratio of the pore volume to the total volume for a given mass of
soil.

Hence it is a measure of relative quantities of pore fluid in

saturated soil masses.

The porosi t~r of most cla;jrs in the natural state

is high, about 40 to 80%, while tha,t for sands and gravels is usually
about 25 to 40%.

This factor will obviously act to increase electric

conductivity in the clays over that in the less porous materials.

7.

It is apparent from the :foregoing that the electric resis-

tivity of clays and silts will be low while that for sands and gravels
will be considerably higher.

The values for resisti vi ties quoted by

authoritative sources are about 500 to 5000 ohm-cm for wet clays and
about 12,000 to 60,000 ohm-cm for wet river gravels.

Extraneous Potentials
8.

There are a number of na.tural }Jhenomena which produce SJ)On-

taneous electric potentials in the earth.

Among these are the varia-

tions in the gradient of the earth 1 s magnetic field and galvanic
chemical reactions.

In general these iJotentials are small, but since

4
they vary both with time ancc with locality they will introcLuce a random
error in resistivity measurements u..J.less some means is adopted to correct for them.

9.

Of a somewhe.t similar nature is the galvanic potential pro-

duced at the metal stake electrodes when direct current is employed in
resistivity measurements or when spontaneous earth potentials are being
measured.

This condition, known as polarization, introduces a very con-

siderable extra.c•eous potential into the measuring circuit.

The polariz-

ation potential is not constant in terms of either time or place.
10.

Two methods have been adopteCI. for eliminating these undesirable

potentials.

One consists of

emplo~ring

nonpolari zing electrodes comj?ri sed

of a porous earthenware container within which a metal electrode is immersed in a solution of one of its salts; for example, copper in co1Jper
sulphate solution.

This method is most satisfactory for sponta110ous

earth potential measurements and is sometimes used with resistivity
appa.-ratus.

11.

A second method of eliminating extraneous potentials in resis-

tivity work consists of using an alternating power supply and rectifying
the potential in the measuring circuit.
w~rs.

This is accomplished in various

The most common is a double commutator which consists of two JJairs

of slip-rings on a single shaft so arrang;ed the.t one pair, in the power
circuit, reverses the current-electrod.e polarity periodically while the
other pair, in the potential measuring cir cut t, rectifies the alternating potential before it reaches the potentiometer (a direct current
device).

The effect is essentially ti.1.a,t of a sq_uare wave alternating

current rectified in the measuring c5.rcuH.

ProviCl.ecl the frequenc;)' is

5
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less than

50 cycles, phase-shift between power and measuring circuits is

negligible.

Another obvious method of accomY,>lishing this result is to

use a. low frequency alternating current generator for the power sup:ply
and measuring potential

~dth

some form of vacuum tube voltmeter.

A

feature of these latter methods which makes them particularly a.esirable
for resistivity measurements is that since the spontaneous earth potentials produce direct currents, they cannot pass the rectifier e.nd thus
are eliminated from the measured potentials.

The Measured Resistivity

12.

The significance of the resi sti vi ty measured with tl1e Wenner

four-electrod.e procedure has been discussed briefly in the text of thi_s
report.

The essential fact concerni:ng this value is that it is not an

actual resistivity but is an apparent ve.lue which is the true earth resistivity only in the case of a very thick surface layer.
the actual resi sti vi ty of subsurface

l~rers

Furthermore,

can be determined only in-

directly from the application of theoretical analysis to the observed
apparent resistivities.
determined by

equall~r

Depths to variations in actual resistivit3r are

indirect processes.

It would be expect ea. from

these conditions that variations in actual resistivities along or in the
immediate vicinity of the profile could produce misleading apparent resistivity values and hence incorrect depth indications.
to some extent.

This does happen

The most likely (but not the only) place for such resis-

tivity variations to be effective is at or near the ground surface. For
example, in the Mississippi flood plain a,bandoned, partially filled
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sloughs and chutes and crevasse de:!)Osi ts result in markecl changes in
soil conditions with consec1uent altered. vci.lues of surface resistivit;'\r.
Another condition which has a similar effect is the existence of alternating surface deposits which result from sorting of sands and silts in
bar accretion incident to the progressive

develo~Jment

of meanders.

The

fci,ct that the electrodes in the Wenner :procedure are all moved between
successive readings suggests that the measured values may be strongly
affected by surface conditions.

This is actually the case and the

variations produce anomalous peaks in the resistivity curve.

In general

these irregularities will be shariier and confined to a shorter range of
electrode intervals than the peaks causea. by the deeper subsurface layers
which are resolvable by the Wenner method.

Such anomalous peaks can

often be recognized and "smoothed out" on the resistivity curve.

This

is not always possible and at best special care must be exercised in
such practice to insure that significru1t changes and proper shape of the
curve are not altered.

13.

Several possible methods of correcting for surface anomalies

in the field have been developed.

The use of overlapping profiles,

usually with 50% overlap, is one of these.

.Another consists of moving

only one electrode, preferably one in the power circuit.

This J?rocedure

causes no change in contact resistance at the potential electrodes which
are most sensitive to such changes but does effectively distort tl1e resistivity curve by shifting the field of investigation along the profile.

14.

The fact that the observed apparent resistivity is an average

value which is controlled by the relative volumes of the various media
has been mentioned previously.

Some idea of the significance of these

Appe:nclix J3
factors can be gained from fig. J3-l

0:.1

,.rl1ich a resistivity curve and.

three h;;r:pothetical electric field Cl.iagrams are ?resented.

The cond.i tions

assumed in deriving these field diagrams are a three-layer subsurface in
which the u,pper 40 ft have a true resistivity of 100 ohm-ft, the next
110 ft have a true resistivity of 300 ohm-ft and below that poi:i.1t to a

considerable depth the medium has a true resistivity of 10 ohm-ft.

The

resistivities are thus in the ratio of 1 to 3 to 0.1 and the thicknesses
of the two upper layers are in the ratio of 1 to

2.75.

The electric

field diagrams represent the possible, though somewhat distorted, distribution of the current and equipotential lines for electrode intervals of
20 ft, 100 ft and 400 ft.

The points, A, J3 and Con the curve ind.icate

the observed aJ?parent resistivity for the conditions illustrated. by the
field distribution diagrams.

Interpretation

15.

Interpretation of the observed data for a resistivity depth

profile consi-ots of det-ermining the depth to the -boundary between any
layers of different resistivity which may be indicated. by the field data.
These depths are then correlated. with known geological conditions, or
geological structure is attributed to the layers from empirical knowledge
of other sites and from correlation between adjacent resistivity profiles.
Two-layer case

16.

The determination of depths must be made by computations based

on theoretically deduced relationships or by comparison with graphical
standards derived theoretically.

The development of an expression for

9
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the apparent resistivity in terms of the measured current and voltage
theor~r

involves the

of multiple electric imaees in Cl.eriving the :9ote;1-

tial functions which include the true resistivities and boundary depths.
The derivation of these functions is too com·plex to be discussed here.
However, for the case of two layers, it can be shown that for the Wenner
electrode

configurat~on,

the potential difference between the two inner

electrodes is given by

V

where
a

I

= ~: ~

1)

is the current which flows between the two outer electrodes,

is the electrode interval,

layer, and

17.

J ···.................. (

[1 + 4F

p

is the resistivity of the surface

1

is the apparent resistivity,
The term

(1 + 4F)

p

a

•

is the ratio of the observed resistivitJ' to

the-true resistivity of the surface layer and represents the effect of
the assumed. infinite number of images in the theo!"'J.

Mathematicall;J' it

is given by
n
1 +

4F = 1

+

4

= oo

)= v

'----' I

n

Where

h

1

L
n

kn

-2·

1 + (2nh)
a

+

4

n

is the depth to the first bounCl.ary,

=

oo

= 1\/4
k

.. (2)

kn

+ (2nh)
a

2

is a reflection coef-

ficieht which determines the strength of the electric images and is
ex-pressed by

and

n

is the index which indicates ea.ch of the infinite number of

10

imae:;es that ::;:>roo.uce the :L)otentials nno.
from

1

to infinity.

lf5.

p2

w~1.ich

llc:i.s all the integral values

is the true resi s ti vi ty of the secono. layer.

Several methoa.s of applyinG these equations to interpretation

of fielCl. data are used.

In all cases the value of pa' the ap•;arent

a, I a.i1e_ V

resistivity, is computed_ from the rnea,surefl_ values of

by

t~1.e

appropriate equation, which is

Pa= 21Tat

............................ (4)

for the Wenner confi§b"Ul'ation.

19.
is to plot

Probably the simnlest method for interpreting the field data
pa

as a function of

a, preferably on log-log scales, and

compare the curve obtained with a family of curves plotted on id.entical
scales from data derived from the theoretical equations.

The a.e:i;ith to

the bound.ary between different resisti vi ties is indicated on the field
curve by coincidence of an index line on the standard-curve family.
This type of interpretation will be demonstrated in connection with
-thr-ee-1-~,.e r -aas e-s .

20.

Other methods such as that derived by G. F. Taggl) for two-

layer conditions of curves deri vea. from the the ore ti cal expression for
the ratio of
of

h/a,

pa to p 1 .

The curves give values of

Pa/P

each curve representing a particular value of

determined from the field curve and tl1e ratios
from the data for
curves, for each

pa

pa/p

corresponding to various

pa/ p 1

and hence for each

1

as a. function

1

k.

are comi)uted

a-values.

a, values of

determined, one correspond.ing to each of several values of

1)

G. F • Tagg:

1934.

Transactions, AIMME,

is

From the
h/ a
k.

--~e_o~:2__~'_s_ical ProsEctin~,

are
Since

vol. llO,
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a

is known a.nd

versus

k

h/ a

has been determinea., a series of curves of

can be plotted for each value of

a.

h

The intersection of a

number of these curves, or the center of area of a group of curve intersections, gives approximate values of

h

and

k.

This

h

is the de--

sired depth to the boundary between layers of different resistivity.
21.

The requirement of a definite vci,lue of

p1 , for this and other

methods developed by analogous procechi.res meikes t:1em subject to ::1ossi ble
error, since

p

1

from field. data.

can seldom be determined to a high degree of accuracy
This is particulci,rly true where the surface la;;rer is

thin or irregular.

Three-layer case
22.

Interpretation of data for a three-layer subsurface is more

difficult than for the two-layer case.

The methods which are available

consist of a series of stana.ard-curve families, computed by Wetzel and

2)

McMurry

ancl. several approximation methods· a.evised

b~r

Tagg, Pirson, and

Longacre.

23.

The equation from which the three-layer standard curves were

computed was derived by Slichter to express the potential at a distance
r

from a disk electrode of radius

semi-infinite me di um.

b

at the surface of a stratified,

This equation was evaluated by Wetzel a11d McMurry

by means of a differential analyzer for a number of cona.i tions of resi stivities and thicknesses for three strata.

The

ap~arent

resistivities

for various electrode intervels were o.eterminect from the computed
potentials.
2)

W.W. Wetzel and H.V. McMurry:

1937.

Geo·0l1ysics, vol. 2, no. 4, Octo"oer
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24.

The data obtained from the solution of the equation are tabn-

lated in terms of the values of
Ba/h

2

Pa

as a function of the parameter

for several values of the ratio

resistivity ratios,

p 1 : p 2 : Py

h 1 /d

and for a number of likely

The ::;ia,rameter

Ba/h2

is a character-

istic parameter of the solution of the general equation.

Families of

curves may be plottea. from these a.a.ta representing various groups of
probable conditions.
as a function of

a

tion is to determine
for

Pa

Since the fielo. data can be arranged to give

pa

(electrode interval) and the purpose of interpretah

1

and

h2 ,

the theoretical curves are plotted
on log-log scales.

as a function of

A convenient sys-

tern of grouping the curves consists of arranging a family of curves for
a particular resistivity ratio; for exa.rn·Jle,

p 1 : p2 : p
3

= 1:3:0.1,

in

which each curve represents data for a :particular a.epth ratio, the set
representing a series of these latter ratios for which computations have
been made, for example,

h 1 /d

= 1/3,

2/2, and 3/1.

It must be kept in

mind· that the theory assumes the third layer to be infinitely

thic~c

A

set of theoretical or standard curves for the r..a.t-in.s just mentioned is
presented in fig. :S-2 (lower left) and. the various dimensions are indicated graphically in the legend for that figure.

25.

The field data for a

three-la~rer

seeking a fit between the field curve for

condition are interpreted by
?a

versus

a

plotted on

log-log scales and each of several of the stana.ard-curve families which
are plottec1 on identical scales.

The use of log-log scales in plotting

both the standard curves and the field curve makes the shapes of these
curves indepena.ent of the uni ts in w:hi ch measurements are made,

.Any

alteration in dimensional uni ts '"'i 11 reouire multiplication of the a.at a
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by a factor equal to the ratio of the two units.

Thus feet must be

multiplied by 30.48 to be expressed in centimeters.

Such a chan~e of

uni ts will obviously a_istort a curve plotted on a linear scale.

How-

ever, the logarithms of the quantity expressed in either of the units
will differ only by an additive quantity equal to the logarithm of the
constant multiplier, and there will result only a lateral shift of the
whole log-log curve without distortion.

It is apparent then that so

long as the cycles on the log scs,les for the standard and field curves
are of the same size, a field curve which fits a particular stana_ard
curve represents the same conditions of thickness ratio and resistivity
ratio as those from which the standard curve was derived, regardless of
the dimensions used in either the computation or measurement.

The fit

or average of several "best fits 11 obtained for a field curve thus indicate the thickness and resistivity ratios for the profile.

26.

A quantitative interpretation of the depth

from-consideration of the superimposed
8a/h"-scale
- . -c:.

( stai-idard curve

r.

2

is obtained

(field curve) and

It is apparent that nn t_he latter the

only value of the parar11eter for which
on the

a-scale

h

a= h 2

is 8, so that this value

8a/h2 -scale is the index (the same for all the standard curves)

which gives a measure of

h2

in terms of

fitted to a standard curve the value of
on the stana_ard will be eq.ual to
obtain average values of

27.

h2

h2 •

a.
a

Hence for the fie la_ cuTve

which matches the ina.ex line

In practice it is customary to

for several

11 best

fits."

The information obtained from the fitted curves is thus of
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shown in the legend for fig. E-2) both
the observed

A value of p 1

h2 .

h1

and

d

may be computed from

may be determined from the field data

for very small electrode intervals and corresponding values of
determined from the resistivity ratios.

p2

and

The upper drawing on

fig. E-2 represents a field curve on which is matched a set of standard
curves identical with those reproduced on the same figure (lower left).
The grid system for the standard curves in the u,-pper sketch is not
reproducecl since it would be confusing, and only the line
labelled trindex 11 is of significance.
value of
1/2. 75
tivit~r

a= 150 ft

ratio is

h2

= 150,

p1: p2: p
3

about 100 ohm-ft,

p2

h1

= 40

= 1:3:0.1

=8

The index line coincides with the

on the field curve scale.

so that for

8a/h2

and

d

The ratio

= llO

ft.

and since p 1

is 300 ohm-ft, an.cl p

3

h 1 /d

is

The resis-

is apparently

is 10 ohm-ft.

These

results are indicated on fig. E-2, from which it will be seen that the
depths and resistivities are similar to those represented in fig. E-1.
28.

It is sometimes feasible to determine values of

for three-layer field curves by
layer standard curves.

successivel~

h1

and

h2

matching_ appropriate two-

Values thus obtained are approximations ana.

such procedure should be used only where the layers are thick ru1d only
by ~ interpreter who has a good understanding of the significru1ce of
various factors which govern the shapes of the curves.
29.
where

A variant of the latter procedure which may be effective

h /d
1

is small, less than 1/3, consists of using a two-layer

curve to determine

h1

ana. the ratio of p 1

to p 2 ,

then seeking a

three-layer fit with the appropriate standard curves for that range of
resistivities.
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30,

The analytical methods of interpreting three-layer field

curves involve

successive applications of two-layer analysis by means

of approximation methods.

Tagg•s two-layer analysis to determine
imation assumes a tentative

S. J. Pirson3) uses

In one of these methods

~

h ,
1

p1 , and p 2 ,

then by apyrox-

value and determines a resistivity p 1

1

for a hypothetical first layer which has a thickness equal to the assumed h 2

and a resistivity determined from p and p2
1

law for parallel resistivities.

by Kirchoff 1 s

A second application of Tagg 1 s two-

layer analysis was made with the freehand curve, drawn for the assumed

p

I

and a value for p •
3
The obvious objections to this method are that the computed h
2 depends
1

~

and

gives a closer approximation to

h2

to a considerable degree on the choice of the assumed
process depends on the value of p 1
the values of

Pa

h , that the whole
2

which is determined by averaging

for a few of the small electrode intervals, and that

the personal judgment of the computer affects several steps in the
interpretation.
31.

A revised method of conrputing

h1

and h 2 , based on the same

fundamental concepts as those for the two-layer solution, has been pub.
4)
lished by Tagg . This newer procedure depends on the ratios of observed
apparent resistivities for various electrode intervals and multiples of
those intervals.
value.

It is not necessary to determine a true resistivity

The numerous assumptions and some of the tedious computations of

the former methods are eliminated.

3) S.J. Pirson: Transactions,

4)

1934.
G.F. Taeg:
1940.

AI~. __Geophysical

Transactions, AIMME,

~eopl:]ysical

Prospecting, vol. 110

Prospecting, vol. 138,
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32.

A variation of the second Tagg analysis has been published by

W. A. Longacre 5) .
resistivity Pa

This method makes use of the ratio of an apparent
for a particular electrode interval to the sum of

~9-

parent resisti vi ties for certain multiples of that electrode interve,l.
Standard curves which are plotted from these ratios as a function of
h/a

for each value of

which curves for

h

k

versus

between
k

-1.0

and

may be plotted.

these curves should give the value of

h

1

or

+1.0, furnish data from
The intersection of
h 2 , depending upon tho

portion of the field curve from which data are read. Al though consicterable success was claimed for this method in the original publication,
application to data obtained in the Mississippi valley was very unsatisfactory.

In most cases no intersection of the curves was obtained.

In

the few profiles for which intersections were found, they were scattered
over a wide range of depths and were not considered reliable.

33.

To sum up the problems of interpreting data from Wenner resis-

ti vi ty profiles, it is evident that for three-layer conditions the method
of standard three-layer curve comparLsnn..

is_

most. satisfactory.

Succes-

sive matches of two-layer curves may be suitable where layer thicknesses
are great.

.Analytical methods involving successive approximations of

two-layer solutions are in general no more dependable than the successive
two-layer standard-curve comparisons, and are much more tedious.

34.

The interpretation of am;iarent resi sti vi ty data representing

multiple layers becomes increasingly comJJlex with greater number of
layers.

5)

This is evia.ent in the foregoing discussion of the two-layer

W.A. Longacre:

Technical Bulletin, no. 1392, AIMME, 1941.
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and three-layer cases.
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For conditions involving more than three la;;rers,

approximation may possibly be made if the layers are thick and resistivity contrasts are great, but in general such interpretation will be
so inaccurate as to be of qualitative rather than quantitative nature.

(End)

